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A Lie coalgebra is a coalgebra whose comultiplication d : M -, M @ M 
satisfies the Lie conditions. Just as any algebra A whose multiplication 
‘p : A @ A + A is associative gives rise to an associated Lie algebra e(A), so 
any coalgebra C whose comultiplication A : C + C 0 C is associative gives 
rise to an associated Lie coalgcbra f?(C). The assignment C H O’(C) is func- 
torial. A universal coenveloping coalgebra UC(M) is defined for any Lie coalgebra 
M by asking for a right adjoint UC to Bc. This is analogous to defining a universal 
enveloping algebra U(L) for any Lie algebra L by asking for a left adjoint U 
to the functor f?. In the case of Lie algebras, the unit (i.e., front adjunction) 
1 + 5? 0 U of the adjoint functor pair U + B is always injective. This follows 
from the PoincarC-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, and is equivalent to it in characteristic 
zero (x = 0). It is, therefore, natural to inquire about the counit (i.e., back 
adjunction) f!” 0 UC + 1 of the adjoint functor pair B” + UC. 
THEOREM. For any Lie coalgebra M, the natural map Be(UCM) + M is 
surjective if and only if M is locally finite, (i.e., each element of M lies in a finite 
dimensional sub Lie coalgebra of M). 
An example is given of a non locally finite Lie coalgebra. The existence of 
such an example is surprising since any coalgebra C whose diagonal A is associat- 
ive is necessarily locally finite by a result of that theory. The present paper 
concludes with a development of an analog of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem for Lie algebras which we choose to call the Dual Poincare-Birkhoff- 
Witt Theorem and abbreviate by “The Dual PBWB.” The constraints of the 
present paper, however, allow only a sketch of this theorem. A complete proof 
will appear in a subsequent paper. The reader may, however, consult [12], in 
the meantime, for details. The Dual PBWB shows for any locally finite Lie co- 
algebra M the existence (in x = 0) of a natural isomorphism of the graded 
Hopf algebras &CPM) and &(S”M) associated to U’M and to SCM = 
V(Triv M) when UC(M) and SC(M) are given the Lie filtrations. [Just as 
U”(M) is the analog of the enveloping algebra U(L) of a Lie algebra L, so S”(V) 
is the analog of the symmetric algebra S(V) on a vector space V. Triv(M) 
denotes the trivial Lie coalgebra structure on the underlying vector space of M 
obtained by taking the comultiplication to be the zero map.] 
* The present paper is an account of some of my investigations into Lie coalgebras. 
These began in the spring of 1969 as an outgrowth of a seminar on Hopf algebras that 
I was giving at the time at the University of Washington. 
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1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS, DEFINITIONS, EXAMPLES 
Nonassociative algebras have been studied for some time. Among these, 
the Lie algebras in particular have shown themselves to be fruitful objects 
for research. In the case of coalgebras, however, attention has focused primarily 
on those with an associative diagonal. In the present work, we study coalgebras 
in which the diagonal satisfies the Lie conditions, the so-called Lie coalgebras. 
Lie coalgebras have also been considered by Michel Andre (cf. [I, 21); however, 
the ones considered by him are graded and “reduced” (i.e., zero in degree 
zero) whereas those considered by us are ungraded. As such a distinction 
turns out to be significant, there is no overlap in our results. 
As their name indicates, Lie coalgebras are defined dually to Lie algebras. 
To display this duality, one proceeds as in the classical case. (cf. Jonah [9]). 
Specifically, one considers Lie coalgebras (respectively, Lie algebras) to be 
Lie coalgebras (respectively, Lie algebras) over the monoidal category (V, 0) 
where ly denotes the category of vector spaces over a field K and 0: V x V-+V 
the functor assigning to any ordered pair (V, W) of vector spaces their tensor 
product V @ W = V OK W over K. (For the definition of a monoidal category, 
the reader is referred to Mac Lane [I 11.) One then defines a Lie coalgebra 
over the monoidal category (V, 0) to be a Lie algebra over the monoidal category 
(Vop, @P’) where Fop denotes the opposite category of V and 0”“: V”OP x 
‘Pp -+ V”P the functor induced in the obvious way by 0. To see what this 
means in down-to-earth language, we first recall that a Lie algebra consists 
of a vector space L together with a linear map [ , 1: L @L -+ L (called the 
“bracket”) such that 
(1) Ix, x] = 0 VXGL 
and 
(2) Lx, [Y, 41 + [Y, PI 41 + 1% hY11 = 0 vx,y, ZEL. 
Condition (1) is a strong form of anti-commutativity whereas condition (2) 
is known as the Jacobi identity. In this form, the definition of a Lie algebra 
is not dualizable: What we must do is “get rid of the elements.” To do so, 
we write q.x L @L + L in place of [ , ] (so that 9(x By) = [x, y] for x, y EL) 
and 
g?L@L@L+L@L@L 
for the linear map induced by the map 
L XL xL+L XL XL 
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which cyclically permutes the co-ordinates [i.e., (x, y, z) H (y, z, x)]. In effect, 
may be defined for any vector space V as the composite 
in which the first and last maps are the natural isomorphisms sending x @ y @ z 
to x @ (y @ z) and (x @ y) @ x to x @ y @ z, respectively, and in which 
is defined for any ordered pair (V, W) of vector spaces as the linear map which 
sends er @ w to w @ w (i.e., 7 is the “twist” map). Thus, under 6, 
so under 58, 
With these notational conventions, the Jacobi identity [condition (31 evidently 
becomes 
and we have “gotten rid of the elements” in the second condition. To “get 
rid of the elements” in the first condition (strong anti-commutatiwity), observe 
that 
[x, x] = 0 VxEL-+~(x@X)=O VXEL 
o(x@xIxEL)Ckercp 
where <x @ x 1 x EL) denotes the subspace of L @L generated by all x @ x 
with x EL. It is clear that one has the inclusion 
<x 0 x I x EL) C ker[lLBL - rt~.~l; 
and we claim that the reverse inclusion also holds (and is straightforward 
to check). In passing, it is worthwhile to note that 
Im(1 + 7) C ker(1 - T) 
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[i.e., (1 - T) 0 (I + T) = 0] with equality holding precisely when the character- 
istic x(K) of the ground field K is different from 2. Thus, condition (1) may 
be replaced by the condition 
ker(l - T) C ker v 
[i.e.,byIm(l + T)Cker(l - T)Ck erp, an incaseX(K)#2byp,o(l +T) =0, ] d 
i.e., by ‘p = -v 0 7. 
A Lie algebra over (V, 0) can thus be considered to be a vector space L 
together with a linear map v: L @L + L (called the “bracket”) subject to 
the two conditions 
(1) ker(l - 7) C ker 9, and 
(2) ‘P”(l@rp)O(l+f+p)=O:L@L@L-+L. 
Accordingly, we define a Lie coalgebra over (V, 0) to consist of a vector 
space M together with a linear map d: M + M @ M (called the “cobracket”) 
subject to the two conditions 
(I) Imd c Im(l - T), and 
(2) (l+[f~)~(l@d)od=O:M+M@M@M. 
We note here that 
Im( l - T) C ker(l + T) 
[i.e., (1 + T) 0 (I - T) = 0] with equality holding in case x(K) # 2. Thus, 
in case x(K) # 2, we may replace condition (I) by condition 
(1’) d = -To‘,. 
At this juncture, we shall switch to a parallel display format as an aid to 
the reader. We adopt this form of exposition the better to display the connection 
between Lie algebras and Lie coalgebras, and we begin by recapitulating 
the definitions of Lie algebra and of Lie coalgebra in this format. 
Definition (Algebra) Definition (Coalgebra) 
A Lie algebra over (V, 0) is a pair A Lie coalgebra over (Y, 0) is a pair 
(L, 9’) where L is an object of V and (M, d) where M is an object of V and 
q~ L @ L --f L is a morphism of V d: M-+M@MisamorphismofV 
subject to subject to 
(1) ker(l - T)C ker v, (I) Imd CIm(1 - T), 
and and 
(2) p’o(1 @a)~(1 + t+ 12) =o. (2) (1 + 5+ %)o(l @goA =o. 
Note. Im( 1 + 7) C ker( I - T) C ker p. Note. Im d C Im( 1 - 7) C ker( 1 + 7). 
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We remark in passing that, for any vector space V, 
Im(1 - T) = n ker(f @f) 
fav’ 
where V* denotes the vector space dual of V. 
We now turn to some examples of Lie coalgehras and, of course, of Lie 
algebras. First, we shall look at some familiar examples of Lie algebras, on 
the left side of the page. Then, on the right side of the page, we shall follow 
each Lie algebra example by its Lie coalgebra counterpart. 
Examples of Lie Ai&ebras 
1. As our first example of a Lie 
algebra, we consider Euclidean 3-space 
lE3 together with the vector cross prod- 
uct x. Let R denote the field of real 
numbers. If we identify lE3 with Iwe,@ 
Re, @ Re, in which e, , e, , and es 
denote, respectively, the standard basis 
elements (1 , 0, 0), (0, 1,O) and (0, 0, 1) 
of lEa, and if we write [w, w] in place 
of the vector cross product w x w (for 
{w, w) C tE3), then one clearly has that 
[ei , ei] = 0 for each i E {1,2,3} and 
also that [e, , e2] = es , [ea , es] = e1 , 
and [e, , e,] = ea. Plainly, then, the 
Jacobi identity is satisfied for e, , ea , 
and es, i.e., k , k, , es11 + h , [es, 41 
+ [es, [e, ,e211 = [el , &I + [e, ,4 + 
[e,,e,] =O+O+O=O.Since[,]: 
Es @ tE3 + [Es is bilinear and (e, , ea , es} 
is a basis for [Es, it follows easily that 
[x, X] = 0 for all x E lE3 and that 
[X4Yl41 + [Yk 41 + [4x, Yll = 0 
for all elements X, y, and z of lE3. 
Alternatively, the Jacobi identity fol- 
lows immediately from the fact that 
1x9 [Y, 211 = (x * Z)Y - (x . Y)2 
where, for instance, x * a denotes the 
dot product of x with 2: 
X * 2 = (XI , Xg ,X3) . (21 ,23 ,23) 
= Xl * a, + x, * 23 + x3 * 23 . 
Examples of Lie Coalgebras 
1. As our first example of a Lie 
coalgebra, we consider (Es)*, the vector 
space dual of IFS, together with the 
diagonal d: (Es)* -+ ([Es)* @ (lE3)* 
defined as follows: Let {el, ea, e3} 
denote the dual basis of (IE3)* to 
b3 y e2 y es} of F [so that ei(ej) = 
i& = {$~$~}]. We then get a Lie 
coalgebra structure on (lE3)* by putting 
A(el) = e2 @ es - es @ e2, 
A(e2) = es @ e1 - e1 @ es, 
and 
A(e3) = e1 @ e2 - e2 @ el. 
Indeed, we evidently have that 
Im d C Im(l - T). 
Moreover, upon applying (1 +[+p) 0 
(1 @d) 0 d to ei, for instance, we 
find that 
e1 wA e2 @ es - es @ e2 
J 1 @A 
e2 @ e1 @ ex - ee @ eB @ e1 
- es @ es @ e1 + es @ e1 @ es 
11+t+P- 
ez @ e1 @ e* + e1 @ e2 @ e2 
+ e2 @ e2 @ e1 - e2 @ e2 @ e1 
- e2 @ e1 @ e2 - e1 @ e2 @ ez 
- es @ e3 @ e1 - e3 @ e1 @ es 
-ee’@e3’@e9+e3@e1@e3 
+ e1 @ es @ es + e3 @ es @ e1 
= 0. 
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2. As our second example of a Lie 
algebra, we look not at a specific 
example of a Lie algebra, but rather 
at a standard procedure for manufact- 
uring an entire class of Lie algebras. 
To any algebra A with an associative 
multiplication 
p”:A@A+A 
we can associate a Lie algebra 2!(A) 
in the following way: As vector spaces 
2(A) and A are identical [i.e., the 
underlying vector spaces of 9(A) and 
of A coincide]; while for x E i?(A) and 
y E 2(A), [x, y]sfa) is defined by the 
equation 
rx* Yl L?(a) ‘X’Y-Y ‘X 
Similarly, (1 + 6 + [“)o(l @d)o 
A(&) = 0 for each i E (2, 3). Since d is 
defined as the unique linear map 
having the above values on el, ez, and 
e3, we get-in this way-the structure 
of a Lie coalgebra on (IE3)*. 
The above example can readily be 
generalized: In a perfectly analogous 
way, which shall be examined in 
greater detail below, one can endow 
the vector space dual of any finite 
dimensional Lie algebra with the 
structure of a Lie coalgebra. [This type 
of assignment is functorial, and ac- 
counts for the fact that the categories 
of finite dimensional Lie algebras and 
of finite dimensional Lie coalgebras are 
dual to one another.] Even more 
generally, one can define a Lie co- 
algebra Lo (read ‘L upper zero”) for 
any Lie algebra L, in a functorial way. 
Lo is a subspace of L* and coincides 
with L* in case L is finite dimensional. 
The details of this construction will 
appear below. 
2. Dually, we now show how to 
manufacture an entire class of Lie 
coalgebras. Just as one can define for 
any associative algebra its associated 
Lie algebra, so one can define for any 
coalgebra C having an associative 
diagonal 
A,: C-+C@C 
its associated Lie coalgebra et(C). 
This is done in the following way: As 
vector spaces tic(C) and C are identical 
[i.e., the underlying vector spaces of 
P(C) and of C are the same]; and the 
diagonal Ap(c) of P(C) is given by 
the identity 
A cc(c) = (1 - 7) 0 A, 
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where the dot in x *y and in y * x 
denotes the multiplication in A. To 
“dualize” this example, one must, once 
again, “get rid of the elements,” but 
this is easy. Simply note that the above 
identity simply says that ~a(~) , the 
multiplication on 2(A), is given by the 
equation 
where 1 is the identity on A @ A and 
7: A @ A -+ A @ A is the twist map. 
Of course, one must check that vs(“) 
satisfies the Lie conditions, but that is 
routine: Plainly, 
[x,x] =x*x-x*x =o 
for each element x of L?(A) while the 
associativity of p” guarantees (what we 
choose to call) the Jacobi associat~wity 
of ~a(“) . The verification that this is 
so is routine and requires only careful 
bookkeeping (and a cup of coffee); it 
is, therefore, omitted. [It has been 
suggested that this verification be done 
at most once in a lifetime!] 
3. A third familiar example of a 
Lie algebra is the Lie algebra of 
“primitives” P(H) of an (associative) 
Hopf algebra H. Specifically, if H is a 
Hopf algebra with an associative mul- 
tiplication 
q+,: H@H+H, 
then P(H), the space of primitives of 
H, carries the structure of a Lie 
algebra, in a natural way, as a sub Lie 
algebra of f?(H), the Lie algebra 
associated to H: 
P(H) 4 f!(H). 
where 1 is the identity of C @ C and 
T: C @ C + C @ C is the twist map. 
Thus, if 
A.(C) = i Cli 0 C2f 
i=l 
then 
4y(& = 5 [cl* 0 c2i - c2i 0 cd 
i=l 
We shall use (c) to denote de&c). 
Thus, 
cc> = A!p(&) 
= i Lcli 0 c2i - c2i 0 %I* 
To see that Ac,c,-) equips tic(C) with 
the structure of a Lie coalgebra, we 
must check that AC+-, satisfies the 
Lie conditions. Plainly, 
ImA 2c(c) C Im(l - 4; 
and we claim that the associativity of 
A c guarantees the Jacobi associativity 
of Ae,(,-, . In this case, the “dual” of 
“at most once” is “at most once,” and 
we omit the details. 
3. When one studies Hopf alge- 
bras, it is useful to consider, for any 
Hopf algebra H, not only the “primi- 
tives” P(H) of H, but also the “inde- 
composables” Q(H) of H. Not sur- 
prisingly, one gets functors P and Q, 
and it turns out that for any biasso- 
ciative Hopf algebra H, P and Q are 
defined dually to one another. Thus, 
one would expect, in the case of a 
Hopf algebra H with an associative 
diagonal 
A,: H-+ H@H, 
to be able to equip Q(H)-the space 
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To see why P(H) inherits a Lie 
algebra structure in a natural way as 
a sub Lie algebra of Q(H), recall that 
P(H) can be considered to be the space 
where 1 = qH(lx), Q,: K + H being 
the unit of H and 1 K being the identity 
of the ground field K. Thus f  is the 
(multiplicative) unit of (the algebra) H. 
Since the diagonal d of a Hopf algebra 
is always (by definition) an algebra 
map, we find that if XE P(H) and 








= 4@xy - +oyx + xy@ - yx@f 
= + 0 (xy - Y"g + (XY - Y4 0 + 
= 4 0 [x,yl + hrl 01. 
This shows that [x, y] E P(H) when- 
ever XEP(H) and YEI’( and it 
follows that P(H) inherits the structure 
of a Lie algebra as a sub Lie algebra 
of 2(H), the Lie algebra associated 
to H. [The definition of a coalgebra 
appears below, while the definition of 
a Hopf algebra appears in Section 3 
under The Hopf Algebra Structure of 
UCM.] 
of “indecomposables” of H-with the 
structure of a Lie coalgebra in a 
natural way as a quotient Lie coalgebra 
of P(H), the Lie coalgebra associated 
to H: 
TO - Q(H). 
This is indeed the case; to see why, 
recall that Q(H) can be considered to 
be the space H/H2, where n is the 
maximal ideal ker Ed, Ed: H --+ K 
being the counit (augmentation) of H. 
The main observation necessary to 
showing that Q(H) inherits a Lie 
coalgebra structure as a quotient of 
P(H) is the observation that 
(3) = Aec&4 = (AH - 7 0 A,&) 
is an element of 
ker(1 @ 6) n ker(r @ I), 
i.e., of 
From this, it follows that R is a 
sub Lie coalgebra of !P(H) under 
Rc-R@17K=H 
(where 7: K-t H is the unit of H), 
as well as a quotient Lie coalgebra of 
P(H) under 
[In any Hopf algebra, one has that 
H = ker E @ Im 7 = i7 @ 7K.l What 
is more, the square R2 of f f  is readily 
shown to be a Lie coideal of R. [This 
means that for x ER and PER, 
(x . y) E n2 @ R + R @ R2.] Accord- 
ingly, Q(H) inherits the structure of a 
Lie coalgebra as a quotient Lie coal- 
gebra of P(H), the Lie coalgebra 
associated to H, under the map 
-- 
!S(H) - R --++ H/H2 = Q(H). 
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We now present a fourth example of a Lie coalgebra. The example that 
we are about to give is special in several respects. First of all, it comes from 
the air (or heaven) so to speak, as opposed to arising in some general, functorial 
way as did the examples considered so far. Secondly, this example turns out 
to be an example of a coalgebra that is not locally finite (a term defined below), 
and that fact is of interest both in the general context of coalgebra theory and 
in the particular context of Lie coalgebra theory. Both of these assertions, 
at this point necessarily vague, will be illuminated further on in this paper. 
We wish to emphasize here, however, that this example really is noteworthy; 
and was discovered not at the beginning (as it is presented here), but only 
later, when-for reasons that will be appreciated after Section 4-it became a 
question of paramount importance to know whether there were any Lie co- 
algebras that where not locally finite. [Note. It will shortly become clear that 
finite dimensional Lie coalgebras are trivially locally finite; that P(C) is locally 
finite since C is; and that Q(H) is locally finite as a quotient of !@(H).] Without 
further ado, let us then introduce this very special Lie coalgebra which we 
choose to denote by the pair (E, A). Here E denotes the vector space on the 
countably infinite set of basis elements {x~}& ; and A: E -+ E @ E denotes 
the linear map determined by the requirement that 
d(x,) = 0 
while 
4%J = (1 - 4(x0 0 %+1) for ~21. 
Because of the importance we have attached to (E, A), it is appropriate to 
check that (E, A) is, in fact, a Lie coalgebra, and this we shall now do. Clearly 
Imd CIm(l- 7), so it remains to verify the Jacobi associativity of A. Let 
tl 2 1. Then 
(1 04 o4%) = (1 04x0 0%+1 - %+10 %I 
= x0 O&n+,) - %a+1O40) 
= x0 0(x0 0%+2 - %+2 0x0) - %l,lOO 
= "0 0x0 0%+2 - x0 @%I+2 @x0* 
Therefore, 
(1 + I + 5”) o (1 0 4 o4xn) 
= x0 0x0 @x,+2 + x0 ox,+2 0x0 + %+2 0x0 0x0 
-x~~Xn+2~Xo--"+20~oO~o--jroO"oO~n+2 
= 0, 
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and we have shown that (1 + E + 5”) 0 (1 @ d) 0 d(x,) = 0 for all n 3 I. 
Since this identity holds trivially for 71 = 0, the validity of the Jacobi identity 
follows immediately. Thus, (E, d) is a Lie coalgebra. 
We claim that x1 does not lie in any finite dimensional sub Lie coalgebra 
of E. Why is this so ? Well, our intuition tells us that if N denotes the smallest 
sub Lie coalgebra of E containing x1 , then N must contain x0 and x2 since 
Ax, = x0 @ xs - x2 @x0 and to say that N is a sub Lie coalgebra of E is to 
say that A(N) C N @ N. But, the same reasoning leads to the conclusion 
that xa must lie in N whenever xs lies in N since A(x,) = x0 @ x3 - x3 @ x0 . 
Similarly, if x3 E N, then xq E N, and xq E N implies x5 E N, etc. Certainly 
this argument, as it stands, is not rigorous, but the above-mentioned suspicions 
can be confirmed. Their veritications use the annihilator transformations 
between subspaces of a Lie coalgebra 2nd its dual Lie algebra, and also use 
the linear independence of the x, ; we shall omit the details. 
DEFINITION. A coalgebra C is locally finite if and only if any x E C lies 
in some finite dimensional subcoalgebra D C C. 
This definition furnishes us with the vocabulary necessary to assert that 
(E, A) is not locally finite. 
Remark. The only element of {xn}Lu which lies in a finite dimensional 
sub Lie coalgebra of E is x,, , as the reader is invited to check. 
At this stage, as we suggested somewhat earlier, the significance of the above 
example lies in the fact that it is a basic result of the theory of associative 
coalgebras with counit that any such coalgebra is locally finite (cf. [16, p. 46, 
Theorem 2.2.1; 6, p. 65, Lemma 111.1.8; or 10, p. 351, Proposition 2.51). Later 
on, however, in Section 4, we shall observe a very concrete and significant 
consequence of this existence of non locally finite Lie coalgebras. 
Remark. As an aid to a reader unfamiliar with coalgebra theory, we include 
a few definitions: The diagonal A: C --+ C @ C of a coalgebra (C, A) is said 
to be associative in case the composites (A @ 1) o d and (1 @ d) 0 A coincide 
as maps from C to C @ C @ C. A coalgebra (C, A) is said to have a (two-sided) 
counit E: C -+ K [c being a linear map] in case the diagram 
is commutative. Here, the maps K @ C _tE C and C @ K -+l C are the 
obvious, natural isomorphisms k @ c H k * c and c @ k H c . k, respectively, 
the dot denoting scalar multiplication. These definitions (of associativity of A, 
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and of two-sided counit) result from “getting rid of the elements” in the usual 
algebra definitions (of associativity of q, and of two-sided unit 7: K-t A) 
via expressing those “pre-dual” conditions in terms of (diagrams with) arrows 
and then “turning the arrows around.” 
We conclude this section by observing that it is really the lack of associativity 
of (the diagonal of) a Lie coalgebra that accounts for the existence of non locally 
finite Lie coalgebras. [Of course, Lie coalgebras neither are associative nor 
do they have counits.] Indeed, although the classic result, from coalgebra 
theory, states that any coalgebra with an associative diagonal and counit is 
locally finite, one need not, in fact, assume the existence of a counit because 
one can prove that any coalgebra C with an associative diagonal is locally finite. 
The reason this is so is that one can show that any coalgebra C having an 
associative diagonal can always be obtained as a coalgebra quotient of a coalgebra 
C, having an associative diagonal and a counit, and this in a universal way. 
Now the image of a locally finite coalgebra under a coalgebra map is again 
locally finite because the image of a subcoalgebra under a coalgebra map is 
again a subcoalgebra. 
Note. f: (C, A,) + (D, A,) is a coalgebra map in case A, of = (f@f) 0 A, ; 
whilef: (C, A,, cc) + (D, A,, co) is a coalgebra map if, additionally, cD 0 f = cc . 
Remark. The “universal way” mentioned above is an allusion to the fact 
that the assignment CH C, (referred to above) gives rise to a functor which 
is right adjoint to the forgetful functor. It is in this sense that the above- 
mentioned construction of obtaining an associative coalgebra C as a quotient 
of an associative, counitary coalgebra C, in a universal way is the analog of 
embedding an associative algebra A in an associative, unitary algebra A,, in a 
universal way. The details of this construction may be found in [12, p. 61. 
Remark. The usefulness of local finiteness of each object of the category 
55’ of associative, counitary coalgebras results from the fact that one can establish 
many results about objects of V by dualizing results about finite dimensional 
objects of JZ’, the category of associative, unitary algebras. Similarly, one can 
expect to get results about locally finite Lie coalgebras by dualizing results 
that hold for finite dimensional Lie algebras. 
2. CATEGORIES AND FUNCTORS 
(a) Categories 
In what follows, it will be convenient for us to have some symbols to denote 
the categories frequently referred to. With morphisms defined in the obvious 
way, we shall let V, &, %‘, 9, Yip”, and -Pi.,. denote, respectively, the categories 
of vector spaces, associative unitary algebras, associative counitary coalgebras, 
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Lie algebras, Lie coalgebras, and locally finite Lie coalgebras. In addition, 
c.rJ and & shall denote, respectively, the full subcategories of commutative 
(associative, unitary) algebras and commutative (associative, counitary) co- 
algebras. In other words, for A E Obj ~4 and C E Obj V, we have A E Obj cd 
and C E Obj CV if and only if va = p)” 0 7 and A, = 7 0 A, , respectively. 
(b) Smtz Functors 
We now discuss a number of functors that arise in a natural way in connection 
with Lie coalgebras. The first one we shall discuss is the “upper zero.” 
1. ()O: 9OP--+P 
To any Lie algebra L, we can associate, in a functorial way, a Lie coalgebra 
Lo (the “upper zero” of L) as described below. First, however, we recall that 
any time one has a coalgebra C, one can put an algebra structure on the vector 
space dual C* of C. Lie coalgebras are no exception. If (AZ, A) is a Lie coalgebra, 
then the linear map 
A:M-+M@M 
gives rise to a linear map 
A*: (M @ M)” -+ M*. 
Since there is always a (natural) linear injection 
p:M*@M*+(M@M)* 
from M* @ M* to (M @ M)* defined by 
df 0 iax 0 A = f(x) * gb% 
there is an obvious candidate, namely, 
A*op: M*@M*-+(M@M)*+M*, 
for a multiplication on M*. It should come as no surprise that if A: M---f 
M @ M equips M with the structure of a Lie coalgebra, then A* 0 p: M* @ 
M* -+ M* equips M* with the structure of a Lie algebra. [In fact, if V is 
a vector space and A: V + V @ V is a linear map, then (V, A) is a Lie coalgebra 
if and only if (I’*, A* D p) is a Lie algebra.] Furthermore, the dualf *: Ml -+ Mt 
of a map f: Ml + M, of 29 is a map of 2’. In just this way, one gets a (con- 
travariant) functor * from 2P to 9, i.e., a (covariant) functor 
( )*: (P)oP ---f 2, 
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It is natural to inquire whether, conversely, L* carries the structure of a 
Lie coalgebra in case L is a Lie algebra. Let’s see. If 9: L @L + L gives the 
multiplication on L, then p*: L* + (L @L)* is a map from L* to (L @L)*. 
We saw before that there was a natural injection p: L* @L* + (L @L)* 
from L* @L* to (L @L)*. Unfortunately, p “goes the wrong way”: 
L* %(L @L)* -‘L* @L*. 
Of course in case L is finite dimensional, p is surjective as well (as injective) 
and hence invertible. In that case, L* does carry the structure of a Lie coalgebra, 
as we saw earlier. [In fact, if V is a finite dimensional vector space and p: V @ 
V + V is a linear map, then (V, VP) is a Lie algebra if and only if (V*, p-1 o v*) 
is a Lie coalgebra.] What can be done “in general” ? Well, the map q: L @L -+ L 
induces a map ‘p*: L* + (L @L)* in any case. Consider the diagram 
I/---+ vg v, 
in which V is a subspace of L*. Basically, we would like to consider a subspace 
V of L* to be a “good” subspace in case we can define a map from V to V @ V 
filling in the above diagram. 
DEFINITION. A subspace V CL* is called “good” in case CJJ*( V) C pL( V @ V). 
It is easy to see that the sum of good subspaces of L* is again a good subspace 
of L* (cf. the proposition below). 
DEFINITION. For any Lie algebra L, put 
LO= c v 
YE9 
where Y denotes the set of all good subspaces of L*. 
PROPOSITION. LO is a good subspace of L*, hence the maximal good subspace 
of L*. 
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= c p(L0 @LO) = p(L0 @LO). 
Hence Lo is a good subspace of L*. 
Whenever V is a good subspace of L*, we may define a map 
A,: V--+ V@ V 
by requiring that 
PL[AVcf)l = v*(f) VfE vcL*. 
This makes sense because Im v* C Imp and p is injective. The map A,: V -+ 
V @ V so defined fills in the diagram 





v -“-y, V@ v. 
Notice that if we write A,(f) as &gi @ hi, then 
f[X, rl = i giw * hi(Y) vx,y EL. 
i=l 
PROPOSITION. For any good subspace V of L*, (V, A”) is a Lie coalgebra. 
In particular, (LO, A,o) is a Lie coalgebva. 
I f  (L, , vl) and (L, , ~a) are Lie algebras and f: L, --f L, is a Lie algebra 
map, thenf *: Lg - Lf takes good subspaces (of Lg) to good subspaces (of Lf), 
because 
&f * v> = (f Of)*bz* V) c (f Of)*P L& v  0 V) 
= PL,(f* Of”)(V 0 V) = PL,(f*v Of*v* 
Consequently, f *(Li) C Ly , so the restriction off* to Li induces a map 
f”: L; -• L’: ) 
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the unique linear map making the following diagram commutative 
L: &LT 
5 5 
LO -c, LO 2 1' 
It is easy to check that fO is a Lie, coalgebra map. It follows that the assignment 
L H LO and f G f O defines a contravariant functor from 9 to 9. 
THEOREM. The contravariant fuwtor 0: S? + 9 is “adjoint on the right” 
to tke contravariant functor *: 59 -+ 9; i.e., for every Lie algebra’ L and Lie 
coalgebra M, there is a natural set bijection 
HomP(L, M*) N HomSO(M,‘Lo). 
Remark. In the proof of the above, one must show that there exist natural 
transformations 
4: l,, -+ a,* and 1,4: 1, -+ *JJ 
such that the composites 
M” z M*O* = M* (for ME Obj 14~) 
and 
9LO WLY LO - Lo*0 -LO (for L E Obj 9) 
are the identities. 
C$ and 4 are defined by the commutative diagrams 
MXM-M** LxLL** 
+ and (‘LO)’ 
M*O LO* 
in which the maps L() are inclusions, and xv: V --+ V** is defined for any 
vector space V by x”(v)cf) = f(v); in other words, xv is the natural injection 
of V into its double dual. 
Note. The definition of & makes sense because ,yM(M) is a good subspace 
of M**, basically because we took the “upper zero” as “big as possible.” 
607/38/1-z 
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A Final Note. IfL is finite dimensional, thenLo = L*. Clearly the categories 
s? f.d. and -9.d. of finite dimensional Lie algebras and of finite dimensional Lie 
coalgebras are anti-equivalent. 
This completes our discussion of the functor ( )O. We turn now to our next 
example. 
Earlier, when involved with the examples, we saw how to associate with 
any coalgebra C having an associative diagonal, a Lie coalgebra F(C). If 
f: C---f D is a morphism of V, then P(f) is a morphism of PC. [Here P(f) 
and f coincide as vector space maps.] Notice that we distinguish between 
9’” (a category) and Zc (a functor), and likewise between B and f?. 
It turns out that !$ has a right adjoint UC, the “universal coenvelop,” described 
in Section 3, below. 
Before moving on to our next example, we take note of a proposition to 
which we shall later refer. This result should, incidentally, come as no surprise. 
PROPOSITION. The following diagrams are commutative. 
Remark. In consequence of the above, we have that 
and that 
p(c)]* = e(c*) for any object C of V, 
5?(A*) = [2(A)]* for any object A of &f.d. . 
Here df.d. and gf.d. denote the categories of finite dimensional objects of ~2 
and of V, respectively. 
3. Lot: 9 + dp;., 
The third functor we wish to consider is the functor Lot: 8” - Zf.r. , 
which shall assign to each Lie coalgebra its locally finite part. 
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DEFINITION. For any Lie coalgebra M, set 
Lot(M) = c N. 
N. 8 finite dimensional sub Lie coalgebrs of M 
Lot(M) is obviously also the sum of all locally finite sub Lie coalgebras 
of M, and hence the largest locally finite sub Lie coalgebra of M. 
Denote by ~~~~ M: Lot M 4 M the inclusion of Lot M into M. I f fy  Ml -+ M, 
is a Lie coalgebra map, then it is clear that f(Loc Ml) C Lot M, . Thus, 
fi Ml + M, induces a map 
of 8” such that 
Lot(f): Loc(M,) -+ Loc(Ma) 
‘LOlAMp) o LOW = f o ~LOC(MJ . 
In this way, we get a functor from DEpc to Z’&. denoted Lot. 
THEOREM. The functor Lot: 6ec -+ 64;.,. is right adjoint to the inclusion 
functor I: 9:.#. -+ PC; i.e., for every P E Obj U&. and ME Obj Zc, there is a 
natural set bzjection 
Hom*(lP, M) N Horns;.,. (P, Lot M). 
Hence ZT.,. is a corejlective subcategory of 2”. 
CONJECTURE. I f  Lot M = {0}, then M = (O}. 
I f  it is true that M = {0} whenever Lot M = (0}, it would follow that the 
example (E, A) of Section 1 is the best possible type of example of a non locally 
finite Lie coalgebra. 
We now, momentarily, interrupt the flow of our presentation in order to 
present background material that will provide the context in which we can 
state our next result, a result which is an immediate consequence of the fact 
that Lot is a coreflector. Thereafter, we shall discuss a second application 
of the functor Lot, nameIy, the identification for any Lie algebra L, of the 
subspace 
{f E L* / ker f contains a cofinite ideal of L}. 
Recall that a category X is complete in case SC has limits or equivalently 
products and equalizers. Dually, Z is cocomplete in case X has colimits or 
equivalently coproducts and coequalizers. Now it is easy to see that _Epc has 
coproducts, equalizers, and coequalizers (cf. [12, p. 9, Theorem 1.1.121). To 
show that B has products is, on the other hand, more involved: What one 
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does is use the fact that the forgetful functor F: PEPC -+ V from the category 
of Lie coalgebras to the category of vector spaces possesses a right adjoint 
The fact that Le is right adjoint to the forgetful functor expresses the fact 
that one has, for each vector space V, a Lie coalgebra Lc( I’) and a vector space 
map mLLcV: F(LcV) -+ T/satisfying the following universal mapping property: 
If M is any object of 9 and g: F(M) -+ Y is any morphism 
of V, then there exists a unique morphism G: M--f LcV of 
9 making the diagram 
nLw 
commutative. 





This property clearly dualizes that satisfied by a free Lie algebra (LV, iLV) 
on a vector space V. (For a definition of a free Lie algebra on a vector space V, 
see, for instance, [4, p. 2851.) Accordingly, the pair (LcV, rLcy) just described 
is called a coj?ee Lie coalgebra on the vector space V; it is determined up to 
canonical isomorphism by the universal mapping property it satisfies. 
The details of the construction of Lc and of its subsequent use in the con- 
struction of products in 9 will appear in a subsequent paper. Those details 
provide a proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM. P is complete and cocompbte. 
As an immediate consequence of the above, we find that de;.,. , as a full 
coreflective subcategory of 9c, is likewise complete and cocomplete. 
Remark. Since the forgetful functor F: PC + V possesses a right adjoint 
Lc, the forgetful functor F: 6pfes. -+ V likewise possesses a right adjoint, 
which shall be denoted by L&.: V + -EP&. . Lf.,. is given as the composite 
v-&=u?&. 
as the following diagram of categories and adjoint functor pairs reveals 
[Note: F 0 I is the forgetful functor.] As above there is, for each vector space V, 
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a pair (L.&. I’, mL;, “) where Lf,. V is an object of A?;.,. and Q;.,.~: &!&.I’) + V 
is a morphism of V satisfying the appropriate universal mapping property. 
The pair (LE., V, mL;, “) is called a locally jinite cofree Lk coalgebra on the 
wector space V. . . 
The first functor that we looked at in this section was the functor “upper 
zero.” Readers familiar with classical coalgebra theory and with the %pper 
zero” Aa of an associative (unitary) algebra A as presented, for instance, in 
Sweedler’s book [16] may wonder 
(1) why we didn’t define LO, for a Lie algebra L, to consist of those elements 
of L* whose kernel contains a cofinite ideal of L, 
and 
(2) what the connection is between the Lie coalgebra Lo (that we have 
defined) and 
{f~ L* j kerf contains a cofinite ideal of L}. 
Now that we have the functor Lot at our disposal, we can answer both of 
these questions at once. This is done in the following theorem. 
THEOREM. For any Lie algebra L, 
Loc(LO) = (f EL* 1 kerfcontcains a cojkite ideal OIL}. 
In general, Lo will not be focally finite, so ,in general Loc(LO) &Lo. This 
may be seen by considering the example L = M* where M is a Lie coalgebra 
which is not locally finite. [Recall that 4,: M + M*‘J is injective.] There is, 
however, a locally finite version of Lo, denoted Lot and defined as the sum 
of all finite dimensional good subspaces of L*: 
Lo/ = 1 (V ) V E B and V is finite dimensional}. 
v 
Since V C L* is good if and only if V is a sub Lie coalgebra of LO, it follows 
from the above that Lo/ = Loc(L0). Consequently, the functor Of: 9~ -+ 9f.f. 
is the composite 9’s --J )” PC ---@C Pi.,. , and, as such, is the right adjoint 
of the functor -EeS.s. 4 90 4 )*O’ AW. 
The fact that we may have Loc(Ls) $ LO is in contrast to what may happen 
if we take an associative (unitary) algebra A instead of a Lie algebra L as the 
algebra to which we apply the “upper zero” construction. In case A E obj &, 
A0 E obj %? and as such is locally finite. [Here we define A0 to be the maximal 
good subspace of A* where “good” again means that v;(V) C pA( V @ V), 
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v~: A @ A + A being the multiplication on A.] Since A0 is locally finite, 
A0 I Loc(AO) and consequently 
A0 = (f E A* / ker f contains a cofinite 2-sided ideal of A}. 
This is the definition of A0 given by Sweedler [16, p. 1091. In Sweedler’s 
approach, the idea behind the construction of A0 seems to be the following. 
Any linear map f: A --f K whose kernel contains a cofinite two-sided ideal I 
of A gives rise to an element of (A/I)*. Wh enever I is a cofinite two-sided 
ideal of A, then A/I has the structure of a finite dimensional algebra, and hence 
(A/I)* has the structure of a finite dimensional coalgebra. Thus there is a 
linear map 
V/I)* - (A/I)* 0 WI)” 
giving the coalgebra structure of (A/I)*. From a consideration of the exact 
sequence 
O-+I’A&A/I-0 
and then of the induced exact sequence 
O-+(A,I)*~A*?!!?+I*-0 
one sees that 
{f E A* If(I) = O> = ker[(i,)*] = Im[(m,)*] 
has the structure of a finite dimensional coalgebra. It is standard to denote 
ker(i,*) by the symbols P (read, I-perp). Since the (cofinite) two-sided ideals I 
of A are directed [i.e., form a directed system], it follows that 
A0 = VI” 
I 
has the structure of a coalgebra as a direct limit of finite dimensional coalgebras. 
In point of fact, Sweedler’s construction of A0 makes use of the algebra structure 
on A @ A. Since the tensor product of Lie algebras is not again a Lie algebra, 
a different approach was needed. 
We conclude this section with a comparison of !@(A’-‘) with (f?A)O, where 
A is an associative algebra, CA is the Lie algebra associated to A, and S(A’J) 
is the Lie coalgebra associated to the associative coalgebra AO. Such a com- 
parison is of interest in view of the already established equalities 
and 
[P(C)]” = e(c*) for CEobjV 
[i?(A)]* = P(A*) for A E obj &fF4f.d. . 
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Here, by contrast, we do not have equality. Instead, we have the relation stated 
in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. For any associative (unitary) algebra A, !i!c(AO) is a sub Lie 
coalgebra of Loc[(eA)o]. 
In general, P(AO) g Loc[(f?A)s], as may be seen by taking A to be an infinite 
dimensional, commutative, simple algebra (for example, an infinite dimen- 
sional, commutative field extension of the ground field K). 
Remark. The elements of Loc(L0) are in one-to-one correspondence with 
the finite dimensional representations of the Lie algebra L. 
3. THE UNIVERSAL COENVELOPING COALGEBRA OF A LIE COALGEBRA 
We now turn to the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra and to 
the universal coenveloping coalgebra of a Lie coalgebra. We shall revert to 
our parallel display format in that we first list, on the left side of the page, 
results about Lie algebras. Then, on the right side of the page, we shall follow 
each Lie algebra result by its Lie coalgebra counterpart. 
Since adjoint functors shall be appearing routinely in the exposition that 
follows, and since we wish to display the “duality” between the Lie algebra 
theory and the Lie coalgebra theory as succinctly as possible, we shall adopt 
the convention of writing 
R-IS 
to denote the fact that the functor R: 9 + d is left adjoint to the functor 
S: d -+ 59 and that the functor S: d -+ 9 is right adjoint to the functor 
R: 9 + CC?, i.e., that there is a natural set bijection 
Homg(RD, E) -5 Horn& SE) 
for each object (D, E) of @’ X 8. 
The Lie Algebra Situation The Lie Coalgebra Situation 
In the case of Lie algebras, a “Dually,” in the case of Lie coal- 
universal enveloping algebra UL of a gebras, one defines a universal co- 
Lie algebra L is defined for every Lie enveloping coalgebra UcM for every 
algebra L by asking for a left adjoint Lie coalgebra M by asking for a right 
adjoint 
u-42 520 + UC 
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to the functor 
In greater detail i a universal enveloping 
algebra of a Lie algebra L is defined to 
be an object UL of & together with 
a morphism 
kJL. * L -+ !qUL) 
of 9 such that if A is any object of s+’ 
andf: L + 2(A) any morphism of 9, 
then there exists a unique morphism 
F: UL + A of J&’ making the diagram 
iuL L------+B(UL) 
commutative. The universal mapping 
property (hereafter abbreviated by 
U.M.P.) satisfied by (UL, iuL) guar- 
antees that there is a natural set 
bijection 
Horn&( UL, A) z--+ Homp(L, !2A), 
i.e., that U is left adjoint to f? and 
52 is right adjoint to U: 
u+i!. 
Note. Here the map 
Horn& UL, A) -+ Horn&L, 2A) 
is given by 
to the functor 
In greater detail, a universal coen- 
veloping coalgebra of a Lie coalgebra M 
is defined to be an object UcM of V 
together with a morphism 
of 3 such that if C is any object of V 
and f: f?(C) -+ M any morphism of 
A?, then there exists a unique mor- 
phism F: C -+ UcM of G? making the 
diagram 
=cJvd M . P( UcM) 
7 / SC(F) 
/ 
WC) 
commutative. The universal mapping 
property (hereafter abbreviated by 
U.M.P.) satisfied by (UcM, mUEM ) 
guarantees that there is a natural set 
bijection 
Hom9,(2cC, 171) -% HomJC, UCM), 
i.e., that 2” is left adjoint to UC and 
UC is right adjoint to A?: 
!I? ---I UC. 
Note. Here the map 
HomJC, UcM) + Hom&%Y, M) 
is given by 
Prior to the construction, of (FM, ?~o~,,,), and of (UL, iuL), it is worthwhile 
to look at a few special cases. We list these in a parallel display format where, 
for completeness, we restate the adjointness conditions that specify the desired 
properties of U and of UC. 
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The Algebra Context The CoaZgebra Context 
1. In the algebra context, we have 1. “Dually,” in the coalgebra con- 
that U is left adjoint to 9: text, we have that UC is right adjoint 
to !i?!“: 
u-i e. 5? --I U”. 
We now look at some special cases. 
2. In the algebra context, one 
defines the tensor algebra functor 
T: V + &to be the left adjoint of the 
forgetful functor F: d + Y, i.e., 
T+F. 
DEFINITION. A tensor akebra on a 
vector space V consists of an object 
TV of d together with a morphism 
iTy: V +F(TV) of V such that if A 
is any object of & and g: V---f F(A) 
any morphism of V, then there is a 
unique morphism G: TV -+ A of S? 
making the diagram 
in V- 
F(A) 
commutative. The pair (TV, iTv) is 
called a tensor algebra on the vector 
space V, or sometimes, the free as- 
sociative unitary algebra on the vector 
space V. 
The construction of (TV, iTy) is 
standard, but will be sketched in 
Section 5. 
It turns out that T is a special case 
of U in that 
2. “Dually,” in the coalgebra con- 
text, we have a functor Tc: Y + V 
which is right adjoint to the forgetful 
functor F: V -+ Y, i.e., 
F ---I T=. 
DEFINITION. A tensor coalgebra on 
a vector space V consists of an object 
TcV of V together with a morphism 
wTcy: F(TCV) + V of V such that if C 
is any object of V and g: F(C) + V 
any morphism of V, then there is a 
unique morphism G: C -+ TcV of %’ 
making the diagram 
ATV V+------F(TcV) 
Y / F(G) 
/ 
F(C) 
commutative. The pair (TCV, rTTFY) is 
called a tensor codgebra on the vector 
space V, or sometimes, the cofree 
associative counitary coalgebra on the 
vector space V. 
The construction of (T”V, vTToy) is 
-by now-standard, but will be 
sketched below. 
It turns out that Tc is a special case 
of UC in that 
T(V) = WWll TC( V) = Uc[Lo( V)] 
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where L(V) [more properly, (L(V), 
ZLu,))] denotes the free Lie algebra on 
the vector space Vz Here the functor 
L:Y-+-t 
denotes the left adjoint of the forgetful 
functor 
F: s.Y + Y-, 
i.e., 
L --iF. 
The fact that U[L(V)] = T(V), i.e., 
that 
T = UoL, 
is an immediate consequence of ad- 
jointness. To see this, one need 




of categories and adjoint functor pairs 
andobservethatFoe:&‘+5%+V 
is simply the forgetful functor from A@ 
to V. It follows that 
UoL:v--+3+-t 
is left adjoint to the forgetful functor, 
i.e., 
UoL-iF, 
UoL = T, UcoLc = TC. 
Remark 1. Prior to knowing of the 
existence of UL for an arbitrary Lie 
algebra L, one can show directly that 
TV is a universal envelop for LV. 
Specifically, one shows that TV to- 
where LO(V) [more properly, (L”(V), 
CT~~~,,)] denotes the cofree Lie coal- 
gebra on the vector space V. Here 
Lc: V -+ 3 denotes the right adjoint 
of the forgetful functor 
i.e., 
as mentioned in Section 2. The fact 
that UC[Lc( V)] = TC(V), i.e., that 
Tc = U”oLc, 
is an immediate consequence of ad- 
jointness. To see this, one need 
merely consider the diagram 
-u_u 
i?e+ UC F-l Lc 
of categories and adjoint functor pairs 
and observe that F 0 P: %f --t 6pc ---f Y 
is simply the forgetful functor from 55’ 
to P-. It follows that 




Remark 1. Prior to knowing of the 
existence of UcM for an arbitrary Lie 
coalgebra M, one can show directly 
that T”V is a universal coenvelop for 
LcV. Specifically, one shows that TcV 
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gether with the map i: LY -+ Q(TV) 
defined by the diagram 




F( TV) = F[i?( TV)] 
(in which F and P are forgetful 
functors) is a universal enveloping 
algebra for LV. This is based on the 
natural equivalence 
where [X, Y]s denotes the set of 
morphisms in the category rx? from X 
to Y. 
Remark 2. In consequence of the 
PoincarbBirkhoff-Witt theorem, one 
may take LV as the smallest sub Lie 
algebra of !Z(TV) containing Im i,, , 
i.e., as the sub Lie algebra of !Z(TV) 
generated by Im irV . iLv is then the 
map induced by &, i.e., iLv is the 
unique linear map making the fol- 
lowing diagram commutative: 
V iTy F[5?( TV)] 
‘\ iLv 1 F[d 
Y  
F[LV]. 
Here i: LV 4 f!( TV) is the natural 
inclusion and F: 9 + V is the for- 
getful functor. 
together with the map 7~ !?(TcV) -+ 
LcV defined by the diagram 




P( T”V) = F[C( TCV)] 
(in which F and F are forgetful func- 
tors) is a universal coenveloping coal- 
gebra for LcV. This is based on the 
natural equivalence 
= [m vlrFge [C, TOVIY: 
where [X, Y]a denotes the set of mor- 
phisms in the category I from X to Y. 
Remark 2. “Dual” to constructing 
the free Lie algebra on a vector space V 
as a sub Lie algebra of e(TV), one 
may construct the locally finite cofree 
Lie coalgebra LE.,.(V) on a vector 
space V as a quotient of P( TcV). 
Specifically, one may take LE.,( V) to be 
P(TCV)/I where IC P(TcV) is the 
largest Lie coideal of !GO(TcV) con- 
tained in ker rrrcv, i.e., where I is the 
coideal of ~?(TcV) “cogenerated” by 
ker r+,, . nLc cV) is then the unique 
linear map gking the following dia- 
gram commutative: 
V = F[!S(TCV)] 
K 
\ 
“G.,.~V) \ \ 1 
WI 
F[!i?O(TcV)/I]. 
Here p: !iP(TcV) -+ P(TcV)/I is the 
natural projection and F: 5Z$. -+ Y 
is the forgetful functor. 
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3. As our next (and second) exam- 
ple of a standard (type of) algebra 
which is a special instance of a 
universal enveloping algebra of a Lie 
algebra, we cite the symmetric algebra 
on a vector space. 
DEFINITION. A symmetric algebra 
on a wector space V consists of an 
object SV of c&’ together with a 
morphism isv: V -+ F(SV) of V such 
that if A is any object of cLc4 and 
g: V -+F(A) any morphism of V, 
then there is a unique morphism 
G: SV --f A of cd making the dia- 
gram 
isv 







commutative. The pair (SV, isy) is 
called a symmetric algebra on the vector 
space V, or sometimes, the free com- 
mutative associative unitary algebra 011 
the vector space V. 
Note. Ideals are what one factors 
algebras by to get quotient algebras. 
Dually, coideals are what one factors 
coalgebras by to get quotient coalge- 
bras. If Mis a Lie coalgebra and I C M 
is a subspace of M, then I is a coideal 
of M in case 
d(I)CI@M+ M@I. 
Note. The above construction of 
Li.,.( V) as a quotient of P(T”V} 
utilizes the notion of “cogeneration” 
which shall be mentioned below and 
discussed more fully in Section 5. 
3. “Dually,” in the coalgebra con- 
text, there is a functor SC: V -+ ce 
from the category of vector spaces to 
the category of commutative, associa- 
tive, counitary coalgebras which is 
right adjoint to the forgetful functor 
F: cV + V, i.e., 
F-i SC. 
DEFINITION. A symmetric coaZgebra 
on a vector space V consists of an 
object ScV of CV together with a 
morphism qsTscy: F(ScV) + V of V 
such that if C is any object of c% and 
g: F(C) + V any morphism of F, then 
there is a unique morphism 
G: C+ SeV 
of c%? making the diagram 
V< “SV F(S”V) 
77 
,,‘FW 
commutative. The pair (PV, rsscy) is 
called a symmetric coalgebra on the 
vector space V, or sometimes, the 
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The construction of (SF’, isy) is 
standard and hence is omitted (cf. the 
theorem which follows, below). 
The U.M.P. satisfied by the pair 
{SV, isy) gives rise in a straight- 
forward and standard way to a 
functor S: V -+ IX? from the category 
of vector spaces to the category of 
commutative, associative, unitary al- 
gebras. S is called, for obvious 
reasons, the symmetric algebra functor. 
The U.M.P. satisfied by (SV, isy) 
guarantees that the symmetric algebra 
functor Si V -+ cd is left adjoint to 
the forgetful functor F: cd + V, i.e., 
that 
S-IF. 
It turns out that S is a special case of .U 
in that one can establish the following 
result. 
THEOREM. For any vector space V, 
let Triv V denote V ,&ostsidertid as a Lie 
algebra in the trivial way: the map 
V@V-+Visthezeromap. Then 
U(Triv V) = S(V). 
cofiee commutative associative counitary 
coaJgebra on the vector space V. 
Sweedler constructs SCV as the 
largest commutative subcoalgebra of 
‘TOV [i.e., as the sum of all com- 
mutative subcoalgebras of TOVj and 
then takes 7~~~” to be the restriction of 
wTcv to ScV. (See [16, p. 129, Theo- 
rem 6.4.31.) 
It turns out that the sy&metric 
coalgebra functor SC: Y -+ c9? is a 
special instance of UC in that one can 
establish the following.result. 
THEOREM. FOY any vector space V, 
let Triv K”denote V considered as a Lie 
coalgebra in the trivial way: the map 
V-+V@Visthezeromap. Then 
U”(Triv V) = SC(V). 
Remark. The proof of the theorem 
stated above uses the notion of a 
cogenerating subspace in that what one 
does is “dualize” the fact that if the 
elements of a generating subspace of an 
associative algebra pairwise commute 
then the algebra is commutative. 
Recapitulation. Both TV and SV are special cases of the universal enveloping 
algebra of a Lie algebra. Likewise, their counterparts TcV and SOV are special 
cases of the universal coenveloping coalgebra of a Lie coalgebra. In consequence 
of the aforementioned facts, our U@M generalizes the previously considered 
(known) TCV and SC&‘. Both TcV and SOY are discussed in Sweedler’s book 
[16]; the notation used there, for them, is, however, different from the notation 
that we have adopted. We hope that the advantages of our notation are 
evident. 
At this point, it will be convenient for us to review the construction of. TcV 
since that construction shall serve as a prototype for what follows. The con- 
struction of TcV that we will be giving may be found in Sweedler (cf. [16, 
p. 12.5, Theorem 6,4.1]) though as mentioned above, the notation that we have 
adopted is our own and not his. 
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The construction of TcV for an arbitrary vector space V, as given in [16], 
is a two-step process. One first shows that if (TV, &,) denotes the tensor 
algebra on V, then (TV)0 together with the linear map 
satisfies the U.M.P. required of a cofree, associative, counitary coalgebra 
on the vector space V. Provided we keep in mind what is really being claimed, 
it should hopefully cause no confusion if we abbreviate this fact by simply 
writing 
TC( v*) = (TV)O. 
Thus, as a first step, we see how to construct TcW in case W is the vector 
space dual V* of some vector space I? One then shows how to construct TcW 
whenever W is a subspace of a vector space V for which TcV is known. One 





may always be “filled in” to yield the commutative diagram 
V =F[TCV] 
J 3 
giving a construction of TcW for any subspace W of V. In other words, if 
TCV is known and if W is a subspace of V, then Tc W may be constructed as a 
certain subspace [indeed subcoalgebra] of TcV. Since any vector space V 
embeds in its double dual V** via the map xv: V--f Y** where x(~)(f) = 
f(n), the above two-step procedure yields a construction of TCV for an arbitrary 
vector space V. 
We now turn to the construction of UL and of lPM. Once again, we shal1 
resume our parallel display format in that we shall first describe, on the left- 
hand side of the page, the construction of UL. Following that description, 
we shall then describe, on the right-hand side of the page, the construction 
of lPM. 
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The Construction of UL 
Recall that the universal enveloping 
algebra UL of a Lie algebra L is 
constructed as a quotient algebra of 
the tensor algebra TL on L: 
TL - UL = TLI<...). 
In fact it is the universal mapping 
property (U.M.P.) that forces UL to be 
a quotient algebra of TL and indeed 
to be a specific quotient of TL. In 
order to remind ourselves of why and 
how this is the case, we consider the 
diagram 
L 2 F[TL] 
in which F: .& -+ V is the forgetful 
functor. [If we were pedantic, we 
would instead consider the diagram 
F(F) 3 F[ T(pL)] 
in which i? 9 + V is the forgetful 
functor.] By the U.M.P. satisfied by 
(TL, iTL), there exists a unique mor- 
phismp: TL + UL of SCZ filling in the 
above diagram, i.e., making the dia- 
G7-m 
iTL L ------+F(TL) 
The Construction of UeM 
“Dually,” we expect that UCM 
should be a subcoalgebra of TOM. As 
a matter of fact, returning for a 
moment to the construction of UL as 
a quotient of TL, we recall that TL has 
the structure of a Hopf algebra and 
that the ideal I of TL that one factors 
TL by to get UL is a Hopf ideal (i.e., 
an ideal and a coideal), so that UL 
inherits the structure of a Hopf algebra 
as a quotient Hopf algebra of TL. 
Thus, we should expect that TOM has 
the structure of a Hopf algebra and 
that UOM inherits a Hopf algebra 
structure from TOM. This is indeed 
the case; but more of that later [cf. 
the second theorem under The Hopf 
Algebra Structure of UCM]. 
CLAIM. If ( UOM, nuoM) is a uni- 
venal coenveloping coalgebra of a Lie 
coalgebra M, then UOM must be 
a subcoalgebra of TOM and rucM: 
3?( UOM) + M must be the restriction 
to U”M of rrTcM: F(TOM) --+ M. 
Proof. “Dual” to the fact that 
Im icL is a generating subspace of UL 
[so that if B is a subalgebra of UL 
containing Im i,, , then B = UL], we 
have the fact that ker rUEM is a 
“cogenerating subspace” of UOM [in 
the sense that if I is a coideal of UcM 
contained in ker 7rLICM , then I = {O>]. 
In each case, these facts are direct 
consequences of the universal mapping 
properties satisfied by (UL, iuL) and by 
(UcM, rUCM), respectively. Look at the 
diagram 
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commutative. We claim that p is 
surjective. Why ? Well p is an algebra 
map. Accordingly, Imp is a sub- 
algebra of UL. But iur. = p 0 iTL so 
that Im iLIL C Imp. Since Im &,, gen- 
erates UL as an algebra [by the U.M.P. 
satisfied by (UL, i&] it follows that 
Imp = UL. Since the image of p is 
all of UL, it follows that p is surjective. 
But if E is any quotient of TL under 
an algebra map rr: TL -+-f E, then a 
consideration of the (not necessarily 
commutative) diagram 




TL 0 TL ~TL”(1--7)+ TL 
nQn 1 1 77 
shows that Z- 0 iTL: L + f?(E) is a Lie 
algebra map ;f and only ;f 
r”P)TL o (1 - d ’ @TL @ iTL) 
= 77 Q iTL 0 [ 9 I, 
i.e., if and only if 
ImbTL o (l - d ’ ciTL @ iTL) - iTL ’ [ ) I> 
C ker rr. 
Accordingly, we let I be the smallest 
ideal of TL containing 
. . 
IrnbTL ’ ( 1 - d ’ @TL @ 2TL) - ITL ’ iI P I> 
and set UL = TL,/I and i, = P 0 iTL . 
M Z F[TCM] 
2 %M 
F[ lPM]. 
[The “dual” of pedantic is pedantic.] 
By the U.M.P. satisfied by (TCM, 
rTCM), there exists a unique morphism 
i: UcM+ TCM of V? filling in this 
diagram, i.e., making the diagram 






commutative. Since i: UcM + TcM is 
a map of %?, ker i is a coideal of U”M. 
But the equality rr,,, 0 i = rruCM clear- 
ly implies that ker i C ker 7rUcM . Since 
ker i is a coideal of UCM contained in 
ker nLrcM and since ker rrUeM is a 
cogenerating subspace, it follows that 
ker i = {O}. In other words, (the map) 
i: UcM + TcM is injective and rrlrcM = 
nTc,,,, 0 i. Thus, we have shown that if 
(UcM, rrucM) is a universal coen- 
veloping coalgebra of M, then UcM 
must be a subcoalgebra of TCM and 
rruCM: P(lPM) -+ M must be the re- 
striction to WM of rTc,+,: F( TCMbM. 
But, if D is any subcoalgebra of TcM 
and if j: D c-+ TCM denotes the in- 
clusion, then a consideration of the 




i I 1 iQi 
(I--r)ul p&f 
TcM P T”M @ TcM 
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shows that rrrTEM o j: P(D) + M is a 
morphism of 9 if and only if 
(vTcM 0 wTeM) 0 (1 - T) 0 dTCM 0 j 
=o * ’ mTC&, ’ 1, 
i.e., if and only if 
D=Imj 
Accordingly, we de$ne UCM to be the 
largest subcoalgebra of TcM contained 
in 
(i.e., the sum of all such coalgebras), 
and we set 7rITUcM = rrTcM lUCM . It is 
then straightforward to check that 
( UcM, rrUEM) is a universal coenvelop- 
ing coalgebra for the Lie coalgebra M. 
Alternate Constructions of CPM 
1. We claim that for every Lie algebra L, 
U”(L0) = (UL)? 
What we have just written ought to be clarified a bit. What we are really 
saying is that if (UL, i& is a universal enveloping algebra for a Lie algebra L 
and if we set 
(i&Q: P[( UL)O] 4 Lo 
equal to the composite 
i?C[( UL)O] - j P(UL)IO &ji+ L”, 
where j is the inclusion 
f?C[( UL)O] c-+ Loc[2( UL)]O =+ [e( UL)]O, 
607/38/l-3 
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then ((UL)O, (i&h) is a universal coenveloping coalgebra for the Lie coalgebra 
Lo. The bijective correspondence (between the appropriate Horn sets) necessary 
to establish adjointness is sketched below. 
Hom~,[~c(C),Lo] *Ozo Hom,$, [P(C)]*] = HomJG Q(C*)l 
u~~HomJ UL, C*] +y o Hom& ( uL)Ol. 
Since any Lie coalgebra M can always be embedded in the “upper zero” of 
its dual Lie algebra (i.e., M >+d M*s), we can use the fact that UC(P) = 
(UL)O to get an alternate construct&r of UcM for an arbitrary Lie coalgebra M. 
[This two-step construction is clearly patterned on that given for TCV.] 
2. A second alternative construction of ( UcM, rue,,,,) depends on showing 
directly (i.e., prior to knowing of the existence of UCM) that TcV together 
with the Lie algebra map TE P(TcV) +LcV defined by the commutative 
diagram 







F[ TCV] = F[@( TcV)] 
(in which F and F are forgetful functors) is a universal coenveloping coalgebra 
for LcV. This verification is based on the natural equivalence 
Hom,,[PC,PV] FyLE Hom,[F(PC), V] = Hom#(C), V] 
[cf. Remark 1 above]. Since any Lie coalgebra M can be embedded in the 
cofree Lie coalgebra on itself, i.e., 
M - nLw ___- L”M 
2 
7 
W C/ , 
M 
we have (sketched) yet another proof for the existence of the universal co- 
enveloping coalgebra of an arbitrary Lie coalgebra. 
The Hopf Algebra Structure of UcM 
We begin by reviewing a few definitions and facts about Hopf algebras. 
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DEFINITION. A Hopf algebra consists of a vector space H together with 
linear maps 
cp,:H@H-+H, 




(1) (H, v, 7) is an algebra with multiplication p and unit 7; 
(2) (H, A, E) is a coalgebra with comultiplication A and counit e; and 
(3) the linear maps A: H --+ H @ H and 6: H -+ K are algebra homo- 
morphisms. 
Usually it will be assumed that (H, q, v) is an object of ~4 and that (H, A, E) 
is an object of W; but we may occasionally speak, for instance, of a biassociative 
Hopf algebra in order to emphasize this. 
Note. If (A, (Pi , Q) and (B, pB, Q) are objects of &, then so is (A @B, 
vA @B , 7, B,,), where p),., @s and ~8~ are defined to be the (linear) composites 
respectively. Thus, (a, @ b,) . (a, @ b,) = a,. us @ b, .6, while, 1, @B =lA @ fB . 
Dually, if (C, A,, co) and (D, A,, co) are objects of V, then so is (C @ D, 
A COD , ecoo), where AcBD and e,-ao are defined to be the (linear) composites 





The requirement that A and l be algebra maps translates to the requirement 
that four diagrams be commutative. It turns out that the four diagrams that 
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arise in this way are precisely the same four that would arise were we to require 
that v  and 7 be coalgebra maps. 
We may, therefore, view a Hopf algebra as a vector space H endowed 
simultaneously with an algebra structure and a coalgebra structure in such 
a way that these two structures are “compatible with one another.” “Com- 
patible” means that the two maps which give H its coalgebra structure should 
be algebra maps or equivalently that the two maps which give H its algebra 
structure should be coalgebra maps. 
A map of Hopf algebras is a vector space map which is simultaneously an 
algebra and a coalgebra map. 
Let (C, A,, l c) be an associative, counitary coalgebra with comultiplication 
A,: C --P C @ C and counit cc: C ---f K; and let (A, vA , rlA) be an associative, 
unitary algebra with multiplication Pi: A @ A -+ A and unit Q: K-+ A. 
Then for f, g E Hom,(C, A), we define the convolution f * g E Hom,(C, A) by 
f*g=v~‘aOfOdoAc~ 
This makes Hom,(C, A) into an associative algebra with unit 
Now let (H, v, 7, A, 6) be a (biassociative) Hopf algebra and take (C, A,, +) 
and (A, pA ,vA) to be the underlying coalgebra (H, A, E) and algebra (H, v’, r]) 
of (H, p, r], A, E), respectively. 
DEFINITION. An involution for (or on) H is a linear map 
w:H+H 
such that w and 1, (the identity map on H) are inverse to each other in 
Hom,(H, H), i.e., such that 
wxl H = lJf*w =7]HoeH. 
One can show that w is an anti-algebra map and an anti-coalgebra map (i.e., 
that W: H -+ Hop is a map of Hopf algebras, where the multiplication and the 
comultiplication on Ho” are defined, respectively, as pH o r and T o A,, 7 being 
the twisting map). If  H has either a commutative multiplication P)H (i.e., v’H = 
q,, o 7) or a commutative comultiplication AH (i.e., A,, = r 0 A,,), then it 
turns out that UP = 1 H ; this justifies the name “involution.” 
Remark. Some authors (e.g., Sweedler [16]) use the words “Hopf algebra” 
to describe what for us would be a (biassociative) Hopf algebra with involution. 
Those same authors would consider our (biassociative) Hopf algebra to be 
merely a “bialgebra.” Also, for these authors, a Hopf ideal is a &ideal (ideal 
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and coideal) that is carried into itself by the involution. The bi-ideal I of TL 
discussed under The Construction of UL and under The Construction of Will 
is carried into itself by the involution that exists on TL and thus is a Hopf ideal. 
If H has the structure of a Hopf algebra, then H carries, in particular, the 
structure of an algebra; so Ho carries the structure of a coalgebra. On the other 
hand, H-as a Hopf algebra-also carries the structure of a coalgebra, so H* 
is endowed with the structure of an algebra (as the dual of a coalgebra). As 
we know, Ho is a vector subspace of H *. It turns out that Ho is closed under 
the multiplication of H*. In just this way does Ho acquire the structure of an 
algebra. Moreover, this algebra structure on Ho turns out to be compatible 
with the coalgebra structure on Ho in such a way that HO is in fact (endowed 
with the structure of) a Hopf algebra. 
Since, as we have indicated above, the “upper zero” of a Hopf algebra is 
again a Hopf algebra; since Uc(Lo) = (UL)O; and since UL carries-in addition 
to its algebra structure-a coalgebra structure making it into a (biassociative) 
Hopf algebra with involution, [the diagonal, for instance, being determined 
by the requirement that A(&) = i,,x @ luL + I,, @ iuLx for x EL], we 
should expect that UcM carries-in addition to its coalgebra structure-an 
algebra structure making it into a (biassociative) Hopf algebra with involution. 
This is indeed the case. Moreover, even as UL inherits its (involutive) Hopf 
algebra structure as a quotient Hopf algebra of the (involutive) Hopf algebra 
TL, SO UcM inherits its (involutive) Hopf algebra structure as a sub Hopf 
algebra of the (involutive) Hopf algebra TcM. 
We shall now sketch some of the details of these assertions. Given a vector 
space V, let 
vTcv: T”V @ TCV --f T”V, 
and 
?TcV’ -K-t T”V, 
wTcv: (T”V’)“P --f T”V 
denote the unique coalgebra maps which lift, respectively, the linear maps 
T”V 0 T”V - V via x @y E-+ cTcV(y) .rrTcv(x) + Ebb,, nTcv(~), 
K + V via h w 0, 
and 
(T”V)oP --f V via .a! - -IT&), 
where (TcV)“p denotes the opposite coalgebra of T”V: d(TcYpp = 7 0 drrv . 
[These liftings exist by virtue of the U.M.P. satisfied by (FL’, ark,,).] One 
then can establish the following results. 
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THEOREM. (i-v, FTCV , 7TW, ATw , CTeV, wTcv) is a commutative, biassociative 
Hopf algebra with involution; moreover, for any linear map f: V -+ W, the induced 
coalgebra map Tc(f ): Tc V -+ TC W is a morphism of involutive Hopf algebras. 
Thus, there exists a functor T: : 9’ -+ z?, where A? is the category of com- 
mutative, biassociative Hopj algebras with involution, such that F 0 Ti = TC 
where F: A? -+ V is the forgetful functor. 
THEOREM. For any Lie coalgebra M, UcM can be given the structure of a 
commutative, biassociative Hopj algebra with involution as a sub Hopf algebra 
of T;(M). Moreover, if f :  M + N is a map of 59, then the induced coalgebra 
map U=(j): UCM - UCN is compatible with the induced multiplications and 
units. Thus, there is a functor Vi : 9 --f A? (where 3Eo is the category of com- 
mutative, biassociative Hopj algebras with involution) such that F 0 Vi = UC 
where F: X --t %? is the forgetful functor. 
Sketch of Proof, Let q~, 7, and w denote, respectively, the multiplication, 
unit, and involution of T:(M). Since p(UcM @ t?M), 7(K), and w( UCM) 
are all subcoalgebras of TcM [being the images under coalgebra maps of 
coalgebras], a verification that these are all contained in 
ker{(nTcM 0 vTTcM) 0(1 - 7) 0 AToM - ( > 0 rTTcM) 
will establish that q~( UCM @ UCM) C UcM, 7(K) C UCM, and w(UcM) C UCM. 
PROPOSITION. For any Lie algebra L, 
KmO) = [UH(L)IO 
where we write U,(L) to symbolize that we consider UL with the Hopj algebra 
structure it acquires as a quotient Hopf algebra of T,(L), where T,(L) symbolizes 
the (involutive) Hopf algebra structure one obtains from TL by defining a diagonal, 
counit, and involution appropriately. 
PROPOSITION. For every Lie coalgebra M, U;(M) is a proper algebra, i.e., 
the intersection of all cofinite two-sided ideals of U:(M) is xero.’ 
THEOREM. Given Lie coalgebras M and N, let 
P = Bhw: UcM @ U=N -+ UC(M @ N) 
denote the unique coalgebra map lifting the Lie coalgebra map 
6 = 5M.N: ~c(UcM@UcN)-+M@N 
r Note added in proof. Classically, a result of Harish-Chandra guarantees that over 
a field of characteristic zero the universal enveloping algebra of a finite dimensional Lie 
algebra is proper [cf. Harish-Chandra, On representations of Lie algebras, Ann. of 
Math. 50 (1949). 900-9151. See also a forthcoming paper by the author in the PYOC. 
Amer. Math. Sot. 
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determined by 
forxEUCMandyEUCN. Thetap is a natural isomorphism of involutive Hopf 
algebras. 
COROLLARY. The functor 17; : 9 + 2’ preserves finite coproducts. 
Let .% denote the category of biassociative Hopf algebras with involution. 
THEOREM. The functor Ui: 2Fc + .% is right adjoint to the functor 
Q: 2’ -+ 9, i.e., 
Q-l U&. 
Remark. The result mentioned in the above theorem is “dual” to the fact 
that the functor P: Z + 9 is right adjoint to the functor U,: 2’ + 2’ 
where P is the functor assigning to each Hopf algebra H its Lie algebra of 
primitives (cf. Griinenfelder [6, p. 32, Theorem 1.3.101). 
Note. For every Lie algebra L, U,(L) has the structure of a “cocommutative,” 
biassociative Hopf algebra with involution. In the case of a Hopf algebra 
(H, rp, 7, A, F) we say that (H, p?, 7, A, l ) is “commutative” in case CJI = CJI 07 
and “cocommutative” in case A = T 0 A. Obviously U,(L) is not commutative 
unless [x . ylL. = 0 for all x, y EL. 
We conclude this section by mentioning, in passing, that (UL)O is precisely 
Hochschild’s algebra of representative functions on UL (cf. [7, p. SOO]), a fact 
we shall make use of in Section 5. In view of the equality (UL)‘J = Uc(LO), 
we can thus view (UL)O in a new light. 
4. A NATURAL QUESTION 
In the case of Lie algebras, one knows that the natural map 
i,,: L + !2( UL) 
is always injective. The injectivity of i,, follows directly from the PoincarC- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem, and is equivalent to it in case the characteristic x(K) 
of the ground field K is zero. 
It is, therefore, natural to inquire whether or not the natural map 
7ru& !P( UW) + M 
is always (or ever) surjective. The answer to this inquiry is provided by the 
following theorem. 
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THEOREM. mUeM: !C( UCM) -+ M is surjective if and only if M is locally 
finite. 
Since the proof of this result is a direct consequence of the theorem of Ado 
and Iwasawa for Lie algebras, it will be useful to remind ourselves of that 
result first. 
THEOREM (Ado-Iwasawa). If L is a jinite dimensional Lie algebra, then UL 
contains a cojkite two-sided ideal I such that iuL(L) n I = (0). 
For a proof of this theorem, the reader is referred to Jacobson [8, p. 2021. 
As an immediate consequence of the above, we find that for each finite 
dimensional Lie algebra L there exists a finite dimensional associative, unitary 
algebra A and a Lie algebra injection 
f: L >+ Q(A). 
Indeed, one may take A to be lJL/I, and 
f: L >d !2[ ULII] 
to be the composite 
L 2% !2(UL) 2 !qUL/I) 
where 
rr: UL -++ ULII 
is the natural projection. [Here, of course, I is the cofinite two-sided ideal 
mentioned in the Ado-Iwasawa theorem.] The map 52(m) 0 i,, is injective 
because 
[i?(n) 0 i&j-‘(O) = i$[(&r-l(O)] = i;:(I) 
and 
= {x fz L 1 i&x) E I} 
{x EL ( i,,(x) E I} = (0) since i&L) f7 I = (0) 
and 
hJL. *L -+ 2(UL) 
is injective by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. 
Conversely, if-for a (finite dimensional) Lie algebra L-there exists a finite 
dimensional object A of s&’ and a Lie algebra injection f: L >---f 2(A), then 
there exists a cofinite two-sided ideal 1 of UL such that iuL(L) A I = (0). 
Indeed, by the U.M.P. satisfied by (T/L, i,,), the Lie algebra injection 
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f: L --+ 2!(A) extends to a map F: UL + A of ti such that f = f?(F) 0 i”, . If 
we set I equal to the kernal of F, then I has the desired properties. 
We may therefore view the Ado-Iwasawa theorem as saying the following: 
For every finite dimensional Lie algebra L, there exists a finite dimensional 
object A of & and an injective map fi L x--+ 2(A) of 9. 
This result may be dualized to obtain the following result. 
PROPOSITION. For every finite dimensional Lie coalgebra M, there exists a 
jinite dimensional object C of V and a surjective map f: P(C) ++ M of PC. 
Indeed, if M is a finite dimensional Lie coalgebra, then M* is a finite dimen- 
sional Lie algebra, so there exists a finite dimensional object A of & and a 
Lie algebra injection 
j: M* = L >+ Q(A). 
Upon applying the functor * = Hom,( ; K) to this injection, we obtain a 
Lie coalgebra surjection 
M 4< M** = L* & [e(A)]* = !$(A*) 
in which M** -+= M is the inverse of the natural Lie coalgebra isomorphism 
xw: M+ M** 
given by xM(x)(g) = g(x) for x E M and g E M*. We may therefore take C 
equal to A* and f: !P(C) - M equal to the composite 
XIr: 
Qc(C) = !ijc(A*) = [&4)]* jr+L* = M** --%+ M. 
We now prove the theorem announced at the beginning of this section. 
THEOREM. Let M be a Lie coalgebra, let UcM be its coenvelop, and let 
rut,,,: P(UCM) -+ M be the canonical map. Then 
ruCM is surjective S- M is locally finite. 
Proof. =P-: Suppose that woe,,,, is surjective. Since UcM is an object of ‘6, 
it follows that iYM is locally finite. But if C is a subcoalgebra of U’M, then 
J?(C) is a sub Lie coalgebra of ec(UcM). A ccordingly, the local finiteness 
of the object UCM of %’ implies (entails) the local finiteness of P( WM), which 
is of course an object of 2’~. But since the surjective image of a locally finite 
coalgebra under a coalgebra map is obviously locally finite (because the image 
of a subcoalgebra under a coalgebra map is again a subcoalgebra), it follows 
that M is locally finite whenever the Lie coalgcbra map xycM: QL(ucAZ) + III 
is surjective. 
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-=: Conversely, suppose that M is locally finite. We must show that 
rue,,,: !P(UcM) -+ M is surjective. Towards this end, let x E M. Since M 
is locally finite, there is a finite dimensional sub Lie coalgebra NC M such 
that x E N. Since N is a finite dimensional Lie coalgebra, there exists a finite 
dimensional object C of V and a Lie coalgebra surjection 
Let 
f: i?(C) * N. 
i,: N L M 
denote the natural inclusion. Then 
iN 0 f: !P(C) -++ N 4 M 
is a Lie coalgebra map and so, by the U.M.P. which (CPM, rucM) satisfies, 
there exists a unique morphism 
F: C -+ UcM 
of %? filling in the following diagram. 
Let us now take stock of the situation. We began with an element x of M, 
and found a sub Lie coalgebra N of M of finite dimension such that x already 
lay in N. Because N was finite dimensional, we were able to find a finite dimen- 
sional object C of V and a Lie coalgebra surjectionf: IF(C) --H N from cc(C) 
onto N. Thus there is an element z E F(C) such that f(z) = x. [See the above 
diagram.] Set y = !?(F)(z). Then y E !9( VM), and clearly 
SO 7rUCM is surjective. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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Further insight into why rue,+, may fail, in general, to be surjective may be 
obtained by observing that for any Lie coalgebra M, 
U”(M) N UC(Loc M) 
since the functor Lot: P + Z&. is a coreflector (as we saw in Section 2). 
In fact, since Lot MC M, we may suppose that Uc(Loc M) C UC(M); then 
U”(M) = UC(Loc M). 
Accordingly, we have 
i!W(M) = PUc(Loc M) - Lot M C M; 
that is, in general, 
Im rTUCM = Lot M. 
We began our study of Lie coalgebras by defining them to be coalgebras 
whose diagonals satisfied the Lie conditions. In view of the above result, we 
may now state a proposition which permits a Milnor-Moore-like definition 
of locally finite Lie coalgebras. 
PROPOSITION. A vector space M, together with a linear map A,: M + 
M @ M, is a locally $nite Lie coalgebra if and only if there exists an object C of V 




Proof. If (M, AM) is a locally finite Lie coalgebra, we may take C equal to 
UcM and f equal to rrUC,,,, by virtue of what we have just established. 
Conversely, if C is a coalgebra as in the proposition, then a routine verification 
shows that (1 - 7) 0 A, endows C with the structure of a Lie coalgebra; and 
the commutativity of the above diagram together with the fact that f is surjective 
insures that one can transfer the Lie coalgebra structure from C to M. 
(C, (1 - T) o A,-) and hence (M, AM) are locally finite since any object of c& 
is locally finite. 
Remark. The definition of a graded (reduced) Lie coalgebra given by 
Andre in [2] is-the analog of the above characterization of a locally finite Lie 
coalgebra. 
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5. DUALIZATION OF THEPOINCARIGBIRKHOFF-WITT THEOREMFOR LIE ALGEBRAS 
This final section concerns itself with an analog of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem for Lie algebras which we choose to call the Dual PoincarC-Birkhoff- 
Witt Theorem. In what follows, we shall abbreviate the former by “the PBWB,” 
and the latter by “the Dual PBWB.” 
The constraints of the present paper allow only a sketch of the Dual PBWB. 
A complete proof of this result may be found in [12], and will be presented 
in a subsequent paper. 
We shall begin, shortly, by recalling the statement of the PBWB and reminding 
ourselves of its proof. This will be done in order to suggest what the Dual 
PBW6’ should be and how we might try to establish it. Following such a brief 
sketch in which we present-as it were-an aerial view of the terrain we must 
traverse, we shall return and fill in the broad strokes with somewhat finer 
detail. 
One comment is in order prior to delving into the PBWB. It is this. We 
can only expect to get a Dual PBWB for locally finite Lie coalgebras. The 
reason for this stems from the fact that, on the one hand, the PBWB is equivalent, 
in case the ground field K has characteristic zero, to the injectivity of the 
natural map iUL: L ---t f!(UL); whereas, on the other hand, the canonical map 
rUEM: J?(UcM) -+ IV is surjective if and only if M is locally finite, in con- 
sequence of the deep result of Ado and Iwasawa. 
In what follows, we shall restrict ourselves to the case in which the ground 
field K has characteristic zero. 
Recall that the PBW0 gives a vector space basis for the universal enveloping 
algebra UL of a Lie algebra L in terms of a vector space basis for L. Specifically, 
if kJolEA is a well-ordered basis for L and if z, = i&x,), where i,,: L --f iZ( UL) 
is the composite 
L >+-+ TL L+ UL, 
then the PBWB asserts that 
is a basis for UL. This form of the PBW0 does not lend itself to dualization. 
There is, however, an alternate formulation which does, and to which we now 
turn. 
Briefly put, the above-mentioned basis for UL gives rise to a filtration on UL, 
the so-called Lie filtration, which may be obtained (also) in the following 
manner. TL, the tensor algebra on (the underlying vector space of) L is a graded, 
hence a filtered, algebra. UL, as a quotient of TL, inherits a filtration from TL. 
What is critical is the fact that this (inherited) filtration on UL turns out to be a 
filtration by powers of a generating subspace of UL, specifically, by the generating 
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subspace Im iUL of UL. The associated graded algebra EO(UL) is in turn 
generated by the elements of EO(UL) of degree 1, i.e., by Ef(UL). The fact 
that i,: L -+ &?( UL) is a Lie map implies that the elements of g( UL) pairwise 
commute so that EO(UL)-which is generated by ET(UL)-is a commutative 
algebra. The PBW0 asserts that EO(UL) is none other that SL, the symmetric 
algebra on L. In particular, ifL is a Lie algebra of finite dimension n, then E”( UL) 
is the polynomial algebra (Hopf algebra) in n-variables AJx, , x2 ,..., x,J. 
If we wish to dualize this situation, then presumably we will want to filter 
the co-envelop UcM of a Lie co-algebra M by some sort of “co-powers” of a 
“co-generating” subspace. This strategy can-in fact-be carried out. The 
analog of the product of two subspaces of an algebra is the “wedge” of two 
subspaces of a coalgebra (to be defined below); while the analog of the fact 
that Im i,, is a generating subspace of UL is the fact that ker nUcM is a 
“cogenerating” subspace of UCM (also to be defined below). [Recall that 
iuL: L --+ f?( UL) and qEM: P(UcM) -+ M are the canonical maps.] In this 
type of “duality,” + and r\ (sum and intersection) correspond under the 
annihilator transformations which send subspaces of a vector space V to sub- 
spaces of the dual space V* and vice versa. [The definitions will be given below.] 
Moreover, UL is in fact filtered by powers of the generating subspace 
Im 77~~ + Im i, 
where 7,,: K+ UL is the unit of UL (i.e., 7&lK) = I&, so we can expect 
that UcM will be filtered by “wedges” of the cogenerating subspace 
ker l LIOM n ker wUEM 
where l UcM: UCM + K is the counit of UcM. This is indeed the case. 
Here is how things are defined. 
In the case of algebras, a subspace “Dually,” in the case of coalgebras, 
S of an algebra A is called a generating a subspace S of a coalgebra C is called 
subspace if whenever B is a subalgebra a cogenerating subspace if whenever I 
of A containing S, then B = A. is a coideal of C contained in S, then 
Strictly speaking, one should speak I = {O}. 
of a generating map rather than a In point of fact, one should again 
generating subspace. really speak of a cogenerating map. 
DEFINITION. A linear mapf: V--PA DEFINITION. A linear mapf: C+V 
from a vector space I’ to an algebra A from a coalgebra C to a vector space V 
is called a generating map in case the is called a cogeneratiq map in case any 
only subalgebra of A containing Imf coideal of C which is contained in 
is A itself. ker f is zero. 
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PROPOSITION. Let A be an object of 
.d and let f: V 4 A be a linear map 
from a vector space V to A. Let F: 
TV + A be the unique algebra map 
“extending” f, i.e., the unique morphism 
of ~4 making the diagram 
commutative. Then f is generating o F 
is surjective. 
DEFINITION. Let (A, p, 7) be an 
object of &, and let SC A be a 
generating subspace. Then the jiltra- 
tion of A by ‘6powers of the generating 
subspace 7K f  s” is defined via 
Fo = 7K, 
6 = 7K + S, 
F, = (7K + S)2, 
Fn l(7K + SY, for n>l, 
where, for subspaces X and Y of an 
algebra A, the product X . Y of X 
and Y is defined by setting 
X*Y 
=Im[X@YC+A@A%A]. 
Note. This is an increasing (al- 
gebra) filtration. 
PROPOSITION. Let C be an object of 
%’ and let f: C + V be a linear map 
from C to a vector space V. Let F: 
C -+ TcV be the unique coalgebra map 
“lifting” f, i.e., the unique morphism 
of P? making the diagram 
=TW V- T”V 
f 
/‘F / 
commutative. Then f 
9 F is injective. 
is cogenerating 
DEFINITION. Let (C, A, c) be an 
object of V, and let SC C be a 
cogenerating subspace. For any sub- 
space W of C, denote by W+ the 
subspace of C defined by W+ = 
W n ker E. Then the filtration of C by 
“wedges of the cogmating subspace S” 
is defined via 
F,, = C, 
F,=Cnker~=C+==ker~, 
F, = S n ker E = Sf, 
F3 = S+ A St, 
F4 = A3 S+ = Sf A S+ A St, 
F 12 = An-lS+ for n>l, 
where, by definition, A0 S+ = ker E, 
and where, for subspaces X and Y of 
a coalgebra C, the wedge X A Y of X 
and Y [not to be confused with the 
exterior product] is defined by setting 
XA Y = ker[C%C@C 
- c/x 0 C/Y] 
= A-‘[X @ c + c @ Y]. 
Note. This is a decreasing (coal- 
gebra) filtration. 
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The definitions just given clearly display a duality between the product 
of two subspaces of an algebra and the wedge of two subspaces of a coalgebra. 
There is, in fact, a further, interesting relationship between “product” and 
“wedge.” It is this: For subspaces X and Y of a coalgebra C, 
Xh Y = [xL.Yy 
where 1 and 1 are the annihilator transformations and where I‘.” is the 
multiplication of the dual algebra C*, i.e., 
In other words, to find the wedge of subspaces X and Y of a coalgebra C, 
multiply their annihilators in the dual algebra C* and then take the annihilator 
of the result to land back in C. 
The annihilator transformations which appear above shall now be defined. 
Given a vector space V, let s(V) denote the set of all subspaces of V. Then the 
annihilator transformations are functions 
and 
1: s(V) + s(v*) 
1: s(v*) + s(V), 
defined as follows. If U is a subspace of V, let 
iu: Uk V 
denote the inclusion, and set 
UI = ker[(i”)*] = {f~ V* If(U) = (0)). 
If W is a subspace of V* and 
i,: WC+ V* 
denotes the inclusion, set 
WL = x;‘( W’) = ker[(i,)* 0 xv] = (w E V 1 W(o) = {O}} 
[where xv: V -+ V** is the natural injection]. UL is called the annihilator 
of U in V*, and WL is called the annihilator of W in V. [We read UL as 
“U-perp,” and WL as “ W-double-line-perp,“] For further details, see [6, 
p. 611 or [12, p. 241. 
We now return to the sketch given earlier of the PBWt9 in order to fill in 
a few details. Thereafter, we shall give a brief sketch of the Dual PBWB. We 
shall then conclude the section by mentioning two counterexamples. 
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We first recall the construction of the tensor algebra TV on a vector space V. 
By definition, 
a’ 
TV = @ T,(V) 
where 
T,,(V) = K, T,(V) = V, and T,(V) = 6 V = V @ *-- @ Vfor n > 1. 
1 n times 
If we denote the injection of T,(V) into r(V) by 
im: T,,(V)- 6 T,(V), 
TL=O 
then obviously 
TV= &Irn&, (internal direct sum). 
Tll=O 
The multiplication on TV is defined by the obvious maps 
T,(V) @ T,(V) -5 T,+,(V) 5% TV, 
and the unit 
vTv: K-t TV 
is defined by Q-” = i, . These definitions make TV into an internally graded 
(associative, unitary) algebra. It follows that we can filter TV in an increasing 
way, as an algebra, by setting 
F,(TV) = 6 Imi, 
Wt=O 
for 1z > 0. 
(For the basic facts concerning filtrations, the reader is referred to [3, 6, 13, 
15, 161.) But 
Im i, = (Im il) for n>l, 
from which it follows that 
F,(TV) = (Im i, + Im ii)” if m>l. 
Since 
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is defined by irV = i1 , this shows that the increasing filtration on TV given 
above (from the grading) can also be described by 
and 
Ft,P’) = rl~vK 
F,(TV) = (rlT& 0 Im iTV)* = (rlTVK + Im iTrY for 7221. 
[Recall that the importance of iTy (whence the special name for il) lies in the 
fact that (TV, iTv) satisfies a universal mapping property.] 
Since the enveloping algebra UL of a Lie algebra L is a quotient algebra 
of TL, it follows that we obtain an algebra filtration on UL from that on TL 
by setting 
Fn( W = 4Fn( WI (V 4 
where 
TT: TL + UL = TL/(i,,x @ iTt y - iTL y @ iTLx - &[x, y] ( x, y EL) 
is the projection. Since 
and 
are given, respectively, by 
rluL: K+ UL 
hJL* *L--b UL 
and 
kJL = ‘R a ITL, 
it follows that 
while 
F,(uL) = Q,LK 
F,(uL) = (WLK + Im id for n>,l. 
This filtration of UL, by powers of the generating subspace Im i,, , is called 
the Lie filtration on UL. Note that for n 2 I, F,(UL) is the subspace of UL 
generated by all m-fold products of elements of the generating subspace 
Im GL , where m < n, i.e., by the set of all 
i&,J -*. iuL(xu,>, 
where xu, EL and m < n. 
607/38/l-4 
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Let 
EO( UL) = {E,O( UL) = F,( UL)/F,-,( uL)}:=, 
denote the associated graded algebra. [By convention, F-,(UL) = 0.1 Since, 
for n > 1, the nth filtrand F,(UL) is the nth power of a generating subspace 
of UL, it follows easily that g( UL) generates E”( UL). Because 
k?L. -L 4 !qUL) 
is a Lie map, it is then easy to show that the elements of @(UL) pairwise 
commute. It follows that @,“=, Et(UL) . is a commutative (associative, unitary) 
algebra. 
Let SL denote the symmetric algebra on (the underlying vector space of) L; let 
denote the composite 
~5% TL ---P-P SL = TLl(i,,x @ i,,y - i,,y @ irLx 1 x, y  EL); 
and let 
/3: E;( UL) + 6 E;( UL) 
VZ=O 
denote the injection of Ef(UL) into @r=. Ez(UL) as a direct summand. 
Since @~zo EE(UL) is commutative, the universal mapping property which 
(SL, isL) satisfies guarantees that there is a unique map 
F:SL+E;(UL) 
TWO 
of associative unitary algebras making the following diagram commutative: 
6.x 1 1 
F 
iuL(L) -5 E@JL) -% & E;(UL). 
?L=O 
It is easy to see that F is a coalgebra map. [One must, of course, at some point, 
check that the Lie filtration (an algebra filtration) is also a coalgebra filtration; 
but this is easy since, for x E L, d(iuLx) = i,,x @ tUL + luL @ iuLx and 
<(z&x) = 0.1 It is also easy to see that F is surjective. [F maps a generating 
subspace of SL onto a generating subspace of @rco Ez(UL).] The PBW0 
asserts that F is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras. 
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It follows immediately from the PBW0 that 
i,,: L + !2(UL) 
is injective. Conversely, in case the characteristic of K is zero (a condition 
not used so far) it is not hard to show that the injectivity of i,, implies that 
of F. Indeed, since SL is a pointed, irreducible coalgebra (Proposition 11 .l .l 
of [16]) it follows that 
F is l-l e F JpcsL) is l-l, 
where P(SL) is the space of primitive elements of SL. [This follows, for example, 
from Lemma 11.0.1 of [16]. For the definitions, the reader is also referred 
to Sect. 8 of [16].] But P(SV) E I’ whenever x(K) = 0. [See Serre [14, pp. 
LA.3.10-LA.3.11, Theorem 3.51, for example, or Jacobson [8, p. 170, Theorem 9 
(Friedrichs)].] Thus 
F IPM = F 0 isL , 
from which the assertion follows. [For a more elementary proof of this equiva- 
lence, the reader is referred to Cartier [5, pp. 1-07-l-09, Lemma 21. It is to be 
noted, however, that even though the proof in [5] does not use Hopf algebraic 
techniques so explicitly, it nonetheless employs the use of the diagonal on UL.] 
We now transform the statement 
m  
F: SL -+ @ Ez( UL) is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras, 
?Z=O 
once more, to arrive at the form of the PBWB that we wish to dualize. 
Recall that we are denoting by is,: L + SL the injection of L into SL (as a 
direct summand), and by fl: g( UL) + @Iso Ez( UL) the injection of $( UL) 
into @z=‘=, Ez( UL) as a direct summand. It is easy to see that Im i,, generates 
SL as an algebra and that Im p generates @r=‘=, Ei( UL) as an algebra. [These 
facts are used to show the surjectivity of F.] Filter SL by powers of the gener- 
ating subspace Im isr. and @zzo Ez( UL) by powers of the generating subspace 
Im fl by defining 
and 
FoW) = rls& 
F,W) = (7& + Im id for n>l 
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[Note that the filtration on SL (by powers of the generating subspace Im tL) 
is simply the Lie filtration on U(TrivL) = SL.] Since 
F: SL -+ 6 E:( UL) 
n=o 
is an algebra map, the commutativity of the diagram defining F guarantees 
that F is a map of filtered (Hopf) algebras and so induces a map 
EO(F): EO(SL) -+ E” (& E;( UL)) 
of the associated graded (Hopf) algebras. But the filtration on @E, E$UL) 
is by the grading, so 
E” (i+(W) c+ EO(UL). 
Note. Hereafter, we shall write @ E”( UL) in place of @,“=, E$ UL). 
Moreover, SL is a graded algebra and the filtration on SL is by the grading; 
hence EO(SL) N SL. Since E” and @ are functors, it follows that 
F: SL --f @ EO(UL) 
is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras if and only if the natural map 
EO(F): EO(SL) -+ E”( UL) 
is an isomorphism of (graded, connected, biassociative, bicommutative) Hopf 
algebras. 
This is the form of the PBWB which we shall dualize. To do so, we introduce 
a filtration on UcM, analogous to the Lie filtration on UL and called the Lie 
$Ztvation on WM. This filtration, which turns out also to be an algebra filtration, 
is given by “wedges” of the cogenerating subspace 
(k er vUeM)+ = ker rLIEM n ker cLIEM. 
Let 
,A U”W = (o&S UCM) = Fn( UcM)IFn+d U”M)L, 
denote the associated graded coalgebra, and let 
a: 6 oEn( U”M) + ,E,( UcM) 
n=0 
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denote the projection of @TzO ,,E,,( UCM) onto the component of degree one. 
Using the fact that ker nTUCM is a cogenerating subspace of UcM one is able 
to show that ker CY is a cogenerating subspace of &,, oEfi( CPM). This, together 
with the fact that 
n,,cM: !iP( CPM) -+ M 
is a Lie map, enables one to show that @la ,J?,( UCM) is cocommutative. Let 
(SCK nsTSEY) denote the symmetric coalgebra discussed in Section 3. Since 
@L,, ,J&( CPM) is cocommutative, the universal mapping property which 
(SCM, rsSEM) satisfies guarantees that there exists a unique map 
F: 6 &,( UcM) + SCM 
?Z=O 




o&t UCW s-- 6 ,&a( UcM). 
73=0 
Here TC ,,E,(UcM) -+ M is induced by rUeM: UcM --f M. [In case M is locally 
finite, r is a vector space isomorphism.] It is easy to see that F is injective 
and an algebra map. But, in contradistinction to what occurs in the case of 
Lie algebras, F is not (in general) an isomorphism since SCM is not (in general) 
graded. [If M = (0}, then of course S”(0) = K, and @z==, oE,(UC(0)) N K 
as well.] We next filter SCM by wedges of the cogenerating subspace (ker rSe,,,)+, 
and we filter @z==, oEn( U”M) by wedges of the cogenerating subspace (ker CX)+. 
The filtration on SCM is simply the Lie filtration on V(Triv M), whereas 
the filtration on @z=‘=, oEn( UCM) turns out to be a (decreasing) Hopf algebra 
filtration arising from the grading. [From this latter fact, it follows that 
a(@ ,,E(UcM)) = oE(UcM).] Since F: @zzo oE,(UcM) + SCM is a map of 
counitary coalgebras, the commutativity of the diagram defining F guarantees 
that F is a map of filtered Hopf algebras. It follows that 
induces a map 
F: @ ,,E(U”M) --f S’M 
,E(F): ,E (0 ,,E( UcM)) ---, ,,E(S”M), 
I.e., a map 
,E(F): J?( UcM) - ,E(S”M) 
of the associated graded Hopf algebras. 
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The Dual PBWB asserts that in case the ground field K has characteristic 0, 
then the natural map 
,E(F): “E(UCM) - ,E(SCM) 
is an isomorphism of graded, connected, biassociative, bicommutative Hopf 
algebras whenever M is a locally finite Lie coalgebra (in fact, if and only if 
M is locally finite). 
THEOREM [The Dual Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem]. Let M be a Lie 
coalgebra over a field of characteristic zero. Then the natural map 
,E(F): ,.E( U”M) + ,J(S”M) 
is an isomorphism of graded, connected, bicommutative, biassociative Hopf algebras 
if and only if M is locally jnite. 
The ungraded version of this theorem asserts that, in characteristic zero, 
the bicommutative, biassociative, pointed, irreducible, involutive Hopf algebras 
@ $( CPM) and @ oE(ScM) are isomorphic if and only if M is locally finite. 
We conclude this section with a indication of two counterexamples. The 
first of these concerns the Hopf algebra map 
F: @ ,,E(VM) --+ SCM 
where M is a locally finite Lie coalgebra. We have noted above that F is injective, 
so it is natural to ask whether F is not also surjective. [In the case of Lie algebras, 
the corresponding map is an isomorphism.] The following example shows 
that this is not the case. Let M = L* where L is a finite dimensional Lie 
algebra. Then 
S”(M) = Sc(L*) = (SL)O, 
where SL denotes the symmetric algebra on (the underlying vector space of) L. 
We claim that (SL)O is not finitely generated as an algebra. The quickest way 
to see this is to apply a result of Sweedler [17, p. 266, Corollary 2.2.01 to 
conclude that if (SL)O were finitely generated, then the group 
G( SL)O 
of group-like elements of (SL)O would be a finitely generated free abelian 
group, and hence countable. [By definition, an element x of a Hopf algebra 
H is group-like if dx = x @ x.] But the group G(SL)O of group-like elements 
of (SL)O coincides with the group Alg(SL, K) of algebra homomorphisms 
from SL to K, where Alg(SL, ZC) h as its group structure as a subgroup of the 
convolution algebra Hom,(SL, K) = (SL)*, i.e., the dual algebra of the co- 
algebra SL. [This follows easily from the way in which the diagonal on the 
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“upper zero” of a Hopf algebra is defined.] On the other hand, Alg(SL, K) 
is isomorphic as a group to the underlying additive group of L*. Indeed, the 
universal mapping property satisfied by the symmetric algebra (SL, isL) on L 
guarantees that the set map 
given by 
Homd(SL, K) -+ Homy(L, K) 
f-f ok 
is bijective; in addition, this map is a group homomorphism since 
(f * 9) 0 G-d4 = (f * gh4 
= f (4-d d&d + f (W d&A 
= f (id + g(d9 
= (f + NsL4 
= (f + 9) 0 t&). 
It follows that the underlying additive group ofL* is countable (being isomorphic 
to G(SL)O), an absurdity. Thus, (SL)O cannot be finitely generated. On the 
other hand, it can be shown that @ ,E(VM) is finitely generated. Thus F 
cannot be an isomorphism and hence F cannot be surjective. 
The second example concerns the question of whether or not UCM and 
SCM are isomorphic as augmented algebras. [Recall that in the case of a Lie 
algebra L, the PoincarbBirkhoff-Witt theorem may be considered as saying 
that UL and SL are isomorphic as augmented coalgebras.] That the answer 
to this is negative is shown by the following example, called to our attention 
by M. Sweedler. Recall from the above that (SL)O is not finitely generated 
(cf. Sweedler [ 17, p. 2661). On the other hand, (UL)O is precisely Hochschild’s 
algebra of representative functions on UL (cf. [7, p. SOO]). But if L is a finite 
dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra, then a result of Harish-Chandra (cf. 
[7, p. 5131) says that (UL)O is finitely generated. Hence UcM and SCM cannot 
be isomorphic in general. 
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